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SHOWING NO LOVE:

In a bid to stop the
promotion of Western
values, Iranian police
are cracking down on
Valentine's Day
celebrations; PAGE 12

PARTLY CLOUDY
HIGH 28 I LOW 13

Online chats feature faculty
By Joel Hammond
MANAGING E01T0R

Myl-ead, an interaclivc leadership discussion facilitated
through the MyBGSU web portal
by numerous distinguished faculty members, began last week
and will run through the end of
March.
The program poses a question
about leadership every week
through MyBGSU, and is avail-

able to any student who uses the
portal. Last week's issue, titled
"Everything I learned about leadership I learned at BGSU," facililated by Kevin Bailey, associate
dean of students in the Office of
Campus Involvement (OCI), was
a large success.
Bailey, who also founded the
University's l.cadershapc, a summer leadership institute, said this
program is the brainchild of a

facc-to-face discussion program
he began three years ago, but was
only mildly successful due to
conflicts with meetings and
classes.
"The Leadership Workshop
series was successful, but we
think MyLead will be much more
successful," Bailey said. "This
way, if the topic is of interest, and
a student has access to a computer, they are available to dis-

cuss this topic for a week."
The program is open to any
student at the University, but the
student must be loaded into the
server by Bailey's office.
The OCI does target specific
students in designated leadership roles and organizations that
may be particularly interested in
the week's topic. This week, for
instance. Bailey's office was sure
to alert the Women's Center and

other women's groups about the
discussion of women in leadership roles.
Other issues include topics
leadership and women, selfexpression and disenfranchised
communities.
Bailey said the first week was
slow-moving, but they ended
having a dozen people viewing
MYLEAO. PAGE 2

EFFICIENCY THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

PREPARATION SAVES U. MONEY
By Kara Hull
CAMPUS NEWS C 011 OB

Despite tough economic times
and a winter yielding recordbreaking low temperatures
across the nation, the University
hasn't had trouble paying the
heating bill.
"We had a little cold snap for a
week or 10 days in lanuary and it
wasn't much different than the
one we had in December last
year," Carl Cogar, assistant vice
president of facilities services,
said. "Each winter has its cold
snaps and there hasn't been anytiling so far this year that's caused
us to rethink the budget"
Most of the University's heat
Originates from Steam produced
at the central heating plant on
campus This steam is also the
source of much of the hot water
supply in restrooms, showers
and dining hall kitchens.
Running 24 hours a day, every
day of the year, the heat plant is
home to seven employees and
three natural gas fired boilers.
The plant, winch has been
running by computer automation for more than three years,
provides steam to almost every
part of campus except the Perry
field I louse and buildings across
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Mercer Road.
Though technology can bring
efficiency and savings, workers
say they miss the days and nights
brimming with hot coals and
ashes.
"I liked the old plant. It was
more hands on," Bob Whitman,
chief engineer, said. "It felt like
you did something because there
was a lot more work involved."
Though work at the heat plant
isn't as labor intensive now, it still
provides for the needs of the
campus community.
"The rate of steam production
comingoff those boilers is entirely dependent on the demand for
steam around campus," Cogar
said And that's entirely a result

of the temperature."
According to Cogar, the
amount spent annually for heating—S3 million—hasn't changed
much over the years despite temperature fluctuation.
"As the temperature goes
down, the steam production
automatically goes up," he said.
"But from year to year there's not
much change."
For University officials, this is
good news and means that more
money can stay in the bank
where it belongs.

Mn Hull BG New
INSPECTION: Stationary engineer Jake Trevino monitors the operation of one of the natural gas fired boilers in the heating plant.
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TECHNOLOGY : Paul Vollmar, stationary engineer at Ihe heating plant, intently watches the computers which control the functions of the plant, checking tor any possible problems. The heating plant
has been computer automated for more than three years.

times like we're in right now, both
locally and nationally, it makes
sense to be very careful about
how we spend money," Whipple
said.
The University began implementing money savings programs months before Governor
Tan's announcement that Ohio
higher education funding would
be cut if his tax proposals didn't
go through.
According to Dalton, a practice
dubbed "salary savings," or a
temporary freeze on hiring for
administrative and classified
staff positions, has already saved
the University more than Slmillion in its first six months
Also, reductions in the funds
available for classroom and laboratory materials, traveling,
equipment replacement and
student employment have also
been lifesavers to the University's
budget.

"We always plan ahead
because utilities are so unpredictable," Edward Whipple, vice
president for student affairs, said.
"We don't gamble a lot. I think
the institution budgets very conservatively, which is really very
beneficial in these times where
everything is uncertain."
According to Chris Dalton,
senior vice president for finances
and administration, the ability to
plan ahead is something that
facilities services can boast, especially when it comes to heating.
"Cogar has done an excellent
job of timing our gas purchases,
in particular, buying most of the
gas needed for the winter
months ago when the gas prices
were much lower than they currently are," Dalton said.
University officials know that
such careful planning can really
pay off during tight budget times.
"When you get into tough

These money-saving tactics
extend to departments too—
including Whipple's own student
affairs.
"We look at how we spend
money." Whipple said. "We look
at our operating dollars and ways
that we can be more efficient in
regard to buying products, traveling and how we use our communication. 1 think that's pretty
standard across the University."
Something that isn't standard,
however, is the widespread use of
new technologies to transform
office efficiency into big dollars
for the University.
"One area that we continually
have to look at to provide us
mechanisms to be more efficient
is through technology," Whipple
said. "The ways we can apply
technology are so numerous and
1 don't think we're quite there

Beauty
of Arctic
inspires
address
By Andrew Schart
R[POSTte

University students were able
to experience a trip through the
Arctic's Northwest Passage on
Tuesday night.
Author and environmentalist
Ion Waterman gave a presents
lion based on his book "Arctic
Crossing."
The book details Waterman's
solo journey along the 2,200
mile stretch known as the
Northwest Passage.
"The reason I was drawn to
the Arctic was its intense physical beauty." Waterman said
Waterman's journey was
accomplished through several
different stages.
He traveled during much of
the summer months when ice
had drifted away from the shore
and the sun stayed above the
horizon 24 hours a day.
Most of his journey was completed by paddling a canoe
from the islands that line the
Arctic.
During his journey he
encountered many limit peopie.
Waterman presented photographs of prebuilt homes,
soda and sewage trucks as a
pan of Inuil villages.
According to Waterman,
many effects of these changes
has brought negative aspects to
Inuil lives.
"Many of the processes of
assimilation wreak havoc upon
their health," Waterman said.
Waterman also described
some near misses with wildlife
in the area.
Grizzly and polar bears
would follow his path.
At one point in his travels
Waterman fell off his canoe and
into the frigid ocean waters.
He was saved from hypothermia by being near a group of
naturally smoking coals. He was
able to stand above them to
warm himself.
With
his
presentation
Waterman showed hundreds of
photographs and video taken
during the excursion.
He presented the beauty of
the area to stress the importance of keeping the Arctic
Wildlife Refuge safe from oil
drilling.
"I thought it was better to
speak to the audience passion

vet."

ARCTIC, PAGE 2
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Convicted killer dies quietly Vf
By Liz Sidoti
IHt ASSOCIAUD PRESS

LUCASV1I.LE. Ohio — A calm
and quiet Richard E. Fox was executed yesterday for his 14-yearold crime of kidnapping, strangling and stabbing a college student he had lured to a fake job
interview.
The 47-year-old politely
declined to make a final statement and kept his eyes closed as
three drugs were injected into his
arms in the death chamber of the
Southern Ohio Correctional
Facility.
"No, sir," Fox answered when

Warden lames Ilaviland asked if
he would like to say any last
words.
No appeals were pending
when fox was brought into the
death chamber at 10 a.m.
Clemency was denied a week
ago. and a court had refused to
consider his claim that he should
be ^sentenced.
Fox was executed for killing
\cslie Keckler, 18, near the northwest Ohio city of Bowling Green
after she rejected his advances.
"lustice has been served."
Chad Keckler, one of her brothers, said later, standing in front of

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weothencom

12 friends and relatives holding
hands. "Leslie and my mother
can now be at peace."
The heavyset, balding Fox was
strapped to a white-clothed gurney. He wore blue prison-issued
pants with one red stripe down
each leg, a white cotton shirt and
brown shoes.
Facing the ceiling he avoided
looking at witnesses, guards or
the warden, who stood next to
him. His hands were open, palms
facing up and his eyes were
closed, fluttering only briefly as
the drugs began to take effect.
Fox swallowed once and
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pursed his lips. His chest and
stomach rose and fell quickly
more than a dozen times, the
force of the air causing his lips to
sputter and his chin to shudder.
As his breathing appeared to
slow. I laviland watched his chest
closely for several minutes before
nodding to the doctor to determine the time of death — 10:13
am
It was the sixth execution since
Ohio reinstated the death penalty
in 1999. The state prisons department expects four or five more
EXECUTION, PAGE 2

SATURDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 28'
Low: 11"

RETRIBUTION: Richard E. Fox, 47 was executed by injection at the
Southern Ohio Correction Facility in Lucasville yesterday, for the kidnapping, stabbing and strangulation death of Leslie Keckler.

SUNDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 22'
Low: 15'

C5

MONDAY

Light
Snow

High: 29'
Low: 16'

Partly
Cloudy

CHECK OUT WWW.BGNEWS.COM FOR A WEB EXCLUSIVE STORY ON THE NEW TACTICS BEING USED BY CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS TO RECRUIT NEW MEMBERS

High: 31'
Low: 16'
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Speaker works to inspire others
"I think it's important for me to come to places where people will
respond. So many people that want to develop ecology haven't
been out there to see it for themselves."
ION WATERMAN, AUTHOR AND ENVIRONMENTALIST

Internet
forum
encourages
expression
MYIEAD, FROM PAGE 1

ARCTIC, FROM PAGE 1

rather than what they don't like,"
Waterman said. "1 wanted to
impress upon people that if you
have passions that you follow
them."
At the end of the presentation
Waterman gave information that
students could use to contact
with Congressional representative about the issue of oil drilling
on the refuge.
Waterman also spoke to a few

environmental study classes.
During his presentations with
classes he argued for the preservation of the refuge.
During these presentations
Waterman showed photographs
derailing the effects of oil spills
and modernization upon the
habitat
"I think it's important for me to
come to places where people will
respond," Waterman said. "So
many people that want to develop ecology haven't been out there

to see il for themselves."
Waterman was brought to the
University by the Center for
Environmental Programs.
The program sees Waterman as
a living example of what it stresses.
Mfc Iry to get students out into
the environment," Holly Myerslones, director of environmental
studies, said. "We try to have students understand how important
LASTING IMPRESSION: Author and environmentalist Jon
actually being there is."

tftnms

Waterman speaks Tuesday night In Olscamp Hall.

Onlookers remain silent during execution
EXECUTION. FROM PAGE 1

terry Cilliam AP Ptioto

ANTI-EXECUTION: A high school student stands outside the
Southern Correctional Facility to protest the execution of death row
inmate Richard Fox yesterday, in Lucasville, Ohio.

this year, although only one has
been scheduled.
Ernest Martin, 42, of
Cleveland, is to be executed
March 26 for killing a Cleveland
drugstore owner in 1983.
Fox, ofTontogany in northwest
Ohio, killed Keckler, of Howling
Green, on Sept. 26, 1989. Fox
confessed and was convicted in
1990 of aggravated murder and
kidnapping
He told authorities he found
Keckler, a student at Owens
(ommunity College near Toledo,
through an application she filled
out at the restaurant where he
worked. They met in a hotel
lobby and then got into bis car to
look at businesses where restaurant supplies could be sold.
Authorities say Fox stabbed
Keckler six times in the back,
then drove to a secluded road
where, he told police, he strangled her with a rope "just to make
sure she was dead." Her body

was found four days later in a
ditch.
Execution witnesses Chad
Keckler, an aunt, Angela
Balderson, and the Victims
father, lister Keckler, remained
e|uiet and stared straight ahead
through the glass separating
them from the death chamber.
Balderson was on the edge of her
seat, clutching Keckler's father's
hand. As Fox's death was
announced, she looked to the
ceiling and her eyes filled with
tears.
Also silent and still — in a second wilncss room — were Fox's
spiritual adviser, the Rev. Robert
llenning, a brother-in-law, the
Rev. Jerry Wiles, and defense
attorney Greg Meyers.
Meyers, of the state's public
defender's office, took the place
of Jessica Fox, who, at her father's
request, decided Tuesday night
against watching him die.
Fox's daughter, 20, had wanted
to be with her father to the im
end, Inn changed her mind after

spending time with him Tuesday,
Meyers said.
"Together the decision was
simply, let us leave in a way
where the last picture memory in
your mind is one of a warm and
loving father, not a person
snapped down like an animal to
an injection-execution table," he
said.
The injection consisted of
sodium
pentothal, which
Induces unconsciousness: pancuronium bromide, a muscle
relaxant that slops breathing;
and potassium chloride, which
slops the heart.
Outside Ihe prison stood
about 100 anti-death penalty
protesters, many of them students from Roman Catholic high
schools in Cleveland and
Cincinnati.
"It should be God who decides
when someone dies." said Tiera
Carson-Nicholson. 16 and a
sophomore at Trinity Tligh
School in suburban Cleveland.

the topic and seven people actually discussing it. This week, he
said, those numbers had already
been met
The questions are discussed
for a week, beginning Monday
at noon when the question is
originally started. The topic runs
through midnight of that week.
Other facilitators include
Ellen Broido of the college student personnel program, Joe
Austin of the pop Culture
department, vice presidents Ed
Whipplc, lohn Folkins and Chris
Dalton and Kristine Hoover, an
instructor in the department of
management.
"When we went about picking topics and facilitators, we
wanted to include any topic
dealing with
expression,
because leadership is a form of
expression," Bailey said. "That's
how we got the tattooing topic
started, because that is definitely of a form of expression."
Bailey said he hopes the program is successful enough to
continue into the future. He said
he hopes to increase the
amount
of
participants
throughout the semester.

When Jerome
Library opened

in 1967, the
builders had
forgotten to
build telephone
jacks into the
le building!
UK**

rw

Senior Portraits Are Next Week!
Fred
February
a 20,2*

frcc\
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2003 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!

Call the Key at 372-8086 to schedule your appointment now
Walk-ins also accepted
.

WWW.BGNF.WS.COM
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MORE ARRESTED IN CAMPUS GOOSE KILLING
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - TVvo more Davidson College students affiliated with Kappa Signia fraternity were charged
with a felony Tuesday connected with the beating death of
a goose last Friday. The fraternity's international board of
directors will vote this week on whether to suspend the
Davidson chapter and could also discuss revoking its charter shutting it down for a minimum of two years.

CAMPUS
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[tie calender of events is taken from
http-y/«venls.bgsu.edu

3:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Australia and New Zealand
Informational Session
This is an informational session
about the many overseas study
opportunities in Australia and New
Zealand.
1103 Otienhauer West
630 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Supply Chain Employer Fair
For more information, contact
Cooperative Education &
Internship Program at 419-3722451
Olscamp 101
10 a m. - 3 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Sale
Chocolate roses will be sold.
Union Lobby
10 a m. - 2 p.m.
LDSSA
The Latter Day Saints Student
Association will be giving out information.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Love Unlimited Cabaret Ticket
Sales
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Massage Ticket Raffle
Sponsored by the Dance Marathon
Catering Committee.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
American Red Cross Bloodmobile
Union Multipurpose Room
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sale
Alpha Omicion Pi will be selling
duffel bags and lollipops to raise
money for Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Eating Disorders Awareness
Month Info
Peer educators from the Wellness
Connection will be distributing
information related to eating disorders awareness month
Union Lobby
11 a.m. 3 p.m.
Valentine's Day Sale
Dance Marathon will be selling
candy roses and a dozen real
roses.
Union Lobby

I
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4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Arts & Sciences Distinguished
Lecture Series
Union Theater
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Union Lobby
6 p.m.
Dissertation Writing Group for
Women
An interdisciplinary group open to
any woman in the writing process
of her program, whether at the
preliminary/ comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/thesis
stage. Contact Cynthia Mahaffey
lor further details:
mahaff@bgnet.bgsu edu
107 Hanna Hall
7 p.m
Encore Screening: The PocketThe DC Go-Go Movement
"The Pocket" explores the full spec
trum of go-go music through interviews and live footage from the
scenes past and present. Fugazi's
Ian Mackaye. poet Thomas SayersEllis. and writer Norman Kelley
assist in portraying DC. go-go's
powerful history, and it impact on
a mix of artists, including Henry

Rollins. Puff Daddy, Jill Scott. Will
Smith and George Clinton. The film
also features a view of the real
D.C." the neighborhoods that
aren't posed for tour busses and
travel brochures" showing that gogo has remained isolated to the
district's black communities for
the last quarter century and grown
into an estimated ten million dollar
a year local industry. For more
information, send an e-mail to
info@clamormagazine.org: or visit
www.thedcpocket.com.
Union theater

7 p.m.
History Society Movie Night
Olscamp Hall 223
8 p.m.
Guest Artist: Philip Tietze. viola,
and Robert Thieme. piano
Guest artist Philip Tietze is assistant professor ol viola at West
Virginia University and violist for
the American Sinfonietta. Robert
Thieme is director of opera at WVU
and dean of AIMS in Graz. Austria
Bryan Recital Hall
8 p.m. - Midnight
Grad Night at the Pub
Sponsored by the BowenThompson Student Union and
University Dining Services.
Black Swamp Pub
8 p.m.
H20 Thursday Night
Valentines Day dating panel. H20
great music, with relevant topics
This Thursday, we ate having a
panel of lour people answer questions Irom the audience with their
personal standards in dating and
relationships.
Union Ballroom

Center sees rise
in student usage
By Monica Frost
REPORUR

A recent study has found thai

college students seeking psyi in i
logical counseling are being
more severe and complex emo
tional problems than in years
past
The study, which was conducted .ii
Kansas
State
i Iniversity, [bund the number "I
students seated for depression
as v> ell as the number i >f suicidal
students doubled between 1989
and 2001.

( ndgvicldoithedirectorofthe
University's Counseling Center,
can attest to the studys findings
as he has seen the severity of student's emotional problems
increase over the years.
According to Vk km. the number <>t "emergency contacts."
which require Immediate .nun
rion. by ihe Counseling Centei
have doubled ovei the past 3 to I
yean,
liii- lead author ol the study,
Dr. Sherry A. Benton, told the
New York Times thai some ol Ihe
more seven- cases revolve
around students dealing with
multiple problems. Some of the
problems thai the study noticed
to be rising were anxiety, stress,
interpersonal relationships and
i ireei plans.
The Counseling Center sees
similar problems on campus.
"Ii is common to have a student come in with a number ol

concerns." Vickfto said.

A Furry Fun
Filled Fact...

A tix ks 22 muscles

Know what will be on the
lips of every lucky man
this Valentine's Day?
When you buy him a gift from our
Panera Bread bakery he'll show his
appreciation in some very interesting
ways. If you're lucky, he'll satisfy your
sweet tooth with something tasty from
Panera Bread, too!
Choose from our heartwarming
selection of bagels, croissants,
muffins, pastries and award-winning
bread including our famous
sourdough loaf! Best in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Baked fresh daily.
Or treat him to a Valentine's Day lunch
or dinner. You'll find the best way to
his heart is with a tongue-pleasing
Signature Sandwich, garden-crisp
salad, or fresh soup served in a
sourdough bread bowl.
Top it all off with a coffee-licious
cappuccino or espresso.
Perfect for Valentine's Day or any day.

DINE-IN, CARRYOUT & CATERING AVAILABLE

Editor's Note liir morv injorrnatton contact the Counseling
Center ill: (419) 372-2081 or
lirtpMuwivli^iicrtu/offkeslsa/co
11 nst ting/index h iml

- APPLICATIONS MOW
AVAILABLE!
The following applications are now available on the Office of
Campus Involvement website:
Student Budget Committee (SBC) Funding Application
Student Budget Committee (SBC) Member Application
Student Organization Office/Storage Space Application
Most Outstanding Student Organization Award
Organization Advisor of the Year Award
Honorary Organization of the Year Award (New Award!)
Innovative Program Award
Citizenship Program Award
Cross Cultural Award
Emerging Male Leader Award
Emerging Female Leader Award
Leader of the Year Award

Dates and Deadlines:
•
•
•
•
•

SBC Funding Application Help Sessions: February 19 &
25 from 8pm to 10pm (Union 207)
Office and Storage Space Applications: Due by 5pm on
February 28, 2003.
SBC Funding Applications: Accepted from March 3, 2003
to 5pm on March 7, 2003
SBC Member Applications: Due by 5pm on March 7, 2003
SBC Annual Funding Weekend:
March 28-30
Award Applications: Due by
5pm on March 28, 2003

All applications should
be turned in to the Office
of Campus Involvement,
401 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.

Office of

Ca

Questions:
419.372.2343

145 S. Main St in Downtown Bowling Green
1419) 352-7100 www.panerabread.com

make use of the center.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

•
His lips and yours will thank us!

Vickio noled they deal with a
wide range of concerns but said
the most common concerns
among students are depression
anxiety and relationship issues.
Well over 50 percent of the
Students are dealing with one or

mote ol these concerns," he said.
Multiple problems may be
in curring in students lives, however, due to the multiple pressiius college students face
today
"Many Students end up shortchanging themselves when
they're pressed lor time, and the
easiest ihing la cul out is one's
own needs," Vickio said.
A more recent national survey
conducted in 2002 also found
that (ill percent ol 271 counseling
directors believe that the the
number of students with psychological
disorders
had
increased over the past 5 year-,
rhere is no definite answer.
however, on why these numbers
are increasing
\ 11 kn> said thai while some
students do lack a strong lamih
support system, there have been
in, nasing numbers of family
members making greater
efforts to be involved" in the
counseling process.
Ihe findings of these studies
are not verj hopeful for college
students.
However,
Ihe
University Counseling Center is
hoping ,1 more proactive
approach Will encourage students to participate in the services the center has to offer.
Several hundred students participate in counseling each year
and when you add the number
ol students that attend workshops and consult with counseling staff, the number is around
2,t)00 students per year that

involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/oftices/sa/getinvolved

involvement

Division of Student Affairs
Bowling &een State Urtverstty

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEI .xoniii

OPINION

"I'm white and she's Puerto Rican. That's
what's underneath, although nobody says it
because it's not politically correct."
Actor BEN AFFLECK, on his belief that the media fascination with him and
fiancee Jennifer Lopez is race-related.

r-W'IKK KDITOIMAL I niltO Sl.VI'K

Terrorists come in all shapes and sizes
The Immigration and
Naturalization Service is in the
process of requiring mat certain
foreigners staying in the United
States register under the National
Entry-Exit Registration System,
presumably as another prong in
the U.S. crusade against terrorism.
Those who fit the requirements for registration must go to
their local INS office, submit
proof of identification, be photographed and fingerprinted,

tine stop at customs and that it is
normal to expect such treatment
when traveling to other countries. But factor in mug shots, fingerprints and a government file,
and the registration begins to
sound less like a customs inspection and more like an arrest. Also,
those who register are supposed
to stay at the address and leave
by the date they submit to the
INS. Customs officials, on the
other hand, do not keep tabs on
those they have detained if there

and go through an interview.
During the interview, registrants
arc asked questions on subjects
involving identification papers,
reasons for staying in the United
States and where they are living
while in the country. Registrants
are also required to provide the
date they plan to leave the
United States, and they are
expected to stick to that plan.
The claim could be made that
these questions are no more grueling than those asked in a rou-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Vegans have
very few meal
options at U.
Walking into the Union one
evening for dinner with a friend.
1 attempted at the various kiosks
of food to strategically acquire
something sustaining to my
vegan lifestyle. Tired of the standard salad or pasta with meatless
sauce or tofu stir fry, I was lookbig for a very simple, very tasty
sandwich called Boca Burger.
Unfortunately for me. however,
the Grill did not have them in
stock. They did have a vegetarian crispy patty, however, and
informed me of such. 1 politely
asked whether or not that was
considered vegan and got one of
those "do you have two heads on
your shoulders?" looks.
What's a vegan? I then had to
explain that vegetarians are those
whose diet is exempt of animal
and animal fat. A vegan, on the
other hand, is one whose life is
exempt of animal products —
meaning animal meat products,
dairy, eggs, etc.

is no reason to do so.
Not only is the U.S. government forcing people to submit to
this registration, but it is using a
racist and ultimately arbitrary
system to do so. The only people
required to register are those
from certain Middle Eastern and
South Asian countries — and
even then, only if they are males
over the age of 16.
The rationale is obvious:
namely, those who are more likely to be terrorists are required to

only to vegans and vegetarians,
but the common omnivore as
well. If Dining Services is unsure
of what is in our food, what then
are we eating? Except for standard veggies (which only have a
few chemicals here and there to
ensure growth, nothing major of
course) what are we slapping on
plates and handing to students,
faculty, staff and other patrons?
For those of us who are forced to
buy a meal plan, shouldn't we be
treated with enough respect to
ensure that vegan entrees are
offered on more than a once-aniontli basis? And is it loo much
to ask that when one asks for
vegan food and is ensured it,
they receive it? Or must we walk
around with our soy-based
cheeses and soy-meat to be prepared by the Union and then
charged for it as well? And who
has time for that? In the meantime, 1 will just have to continue
to pay S5 for a bun with some
lettuce, tomato and pickle —
veggie burgers aren't Boca, no
matter how many times the label
sticks.
JEANETTE BEAL
STUDENT

What is the best
deal in town?

CARLYSTICKELMAN
FRESHMAN
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.
"SI.00 cheese coneys on
Sundays at Skyline."

SARAH REYNOLDS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Jimmy John's Turkey
John's...delivered."

J0N0GDEN
SOPHOMORE, MIS
"Burger King
Croissan'wiches for
$2.22. Can't beat that
with a stick."

WHERE DO YOU STAND?
E-mail your letters/columns to bgnewst^listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

Real terrorists will find some
way around the INS — registration, therefore, protects no one.
In fact, it does nothing but
inconvenience law-abiding foreigners. The only way the United
States could even begin to protect itself from terrorism is by
requiring everyone who steps in
its borders to register — U.S. citizens included. And if that were to
happen, as the now-ubiquitous
saying goes, then the terrorists
would have already won.

PEOPLE Truth about France
0NTHE STREET

After calling in a few high
strung managers to inspect the
ingredients of the crispy patty, I
was informed that egg whites
were indeed present. Would this
be okay? No!
This is a scenario countless
vegans and vegetarians on campus have encountered with
University Dining Services.
While there are a few (if any) vegetarian dishes on the menus at
the viirious eateries, most of
them contain cheese, which is in
fact made of dairy milk (last time
I checked! and thus incompatible with a tired, hungry vegan.
Now, this wouldn't be an issue to
complain about if the University
had done something to remedy
this issue — read the countless
comment cards and perhaps
provide soy-based cheeses and
milks and gave a better understanding to Dining Service
employees of what vegans and
vegetarians need, but this is not
the case. In fact, if a Dining
Service employee has any idea
what is wrapped up in the cabbage or what those brown lumps
are in the rice, I am shocked and
amazed!
This presents a problem not

register. But terrorism is not bred
in just one country, or even 20.
And it is certainly not limited to
adult males. Women and children are just as capable of terrorism. Even though those who
ordered and carried out the Sept.
11 hijackings were men from
certain countries, it is wrong to
force all men from these nations
to undergo government scrutiny
while men from other foreign
countries are allowed to come
and go as they please.

DAVE B0R0SKA
FRESHMAN
SECONDARY ED.
"$2.99 20piece Chicken
Nuggets at McDonalds.
They're giving them
nuggets away."

sion the inspectors are really
just playing hide-and-go-seek
instead of confirming what
' Iraq says it has already done.
Opinion Columnist
On the contrary, the role of
weapons inspectors has always
Until recently, I could at least
been to verify that Iraq has dishope the French government
mantled what it says it has disbelieved its own rhetoric. I
mantled and to confirm intellicould at least respect their
gence reports, not to dig up
principle in announcing their
168,000 square miles of desert,
opposition to a United Statesabout 4,000 square miles larger
led war on Iraq; after all. war
should be the last option, right? than the state of California,
looking for a couple dozen
Wrong. My faith in the
French lasted too long. I should buried centrifuges. The French
know Iraq won't slop building
have been at least wary in
weapons of mass destruction
September of 2002 when
French Foreign Minister
until we stop them with force,
Dominique de Villepin
but they don't want us to find
announced France's opposiout how big a role they've
tion to publicly reveal informaplayed in Iraq's acquisition of
tion about Iraq's nuke prothose arms. So, instead of
gram, despite opposing action
removing Saddam Hussein
against Iraq. "These are not
from power and halting Iraq's
issues which we can deal with
regime where it stands, the
publicly." he announced on
French advocate utilizing a war
France Info Radio on Sept. 4,
machine that, the last time it
2002.1 should have at least
was confronted, stood by while
been a little suspicious of a
an army of Bosnian Serbs
government who demanded
slaughtered 7,000 Muslims in
public proof while denouncing
Srebrenica, a U.N. designated
proof publicly. Now, after
"safe area'' Fortunately for us,
France's Ian. 20 threat of a veto
the United Nations has a cerin the case of a war resolution
tain flair in demonstrating the
in the U.N. Security Council,
effectiveness of its armies and
more information is arising
about the French's interests in
policies, and the proposal to
protecting Iraq and Iraq's
the United Nations security
weapons program.
council is almost destined to
In mid-September of 2002,
fail.
Khadir Hamza, one of
The proposal itself isn't the
Saddam's former nuclear scien- worst part of France's activities.
tists, told the U.S. Senate that,
The worst part is how our
indeed, the French had supDefense Department found
plied enough highly enriched
out about them: the proposal
nuclear fuel to Iraq to make
was first mentioned in a
one nuclear bomb, and last
German newsweekly called
week told CNN's Tucker
"der Spiegel." In other words,
Carleson and Paul Begala that
the French and Germans never
the French made it clear they
had any intention of forewarnunderstood Iraq planned to
ing the United States about
use the material for weapons,
not energy. Apparently, the
their plans and, as a senior U.S.
French didn't want the Iraqis to
government official ranted to a
back out of the exchange at the
United Press International
last minute, out of fear that the
reporter, "In diplomacy, if you
French would get a whiff of
are trying to win friends and
Iraq's real intentions, and not
influence people the last thing
wan) any part of it. The French
in the world you want to do is
wanted to make it clear they
to lay on the U.S. government
didn't care what Iraq did with
— on the most important issur
the material, so long as it was
facing us — a major diplomatic
paid for.
proposal through the press.
No wonder France, along
with Germany, was planning to That's not exactly the way to
go." From countries demandspring a last minute inspecing multilateral support for any
tions overhaul on the United
major foreign policy action, the
States at the next U.N. Security
Council meeting. Send in thou- dumping of a major proposal
sands of U.N. troops called
to use U.N. troops in Baghdad
"blue helmets," the French say.
without the consultation of the
with no hopes of ever finding
United States, Great Britain
the materials Iraq still hides
and the rest of Europe who
underground and in mobile
have all advocated the use of
weapons laboratories. France
force is bewildering, to say the
hopes the U.N. Security
least. But not if you consider
Council is still under the illuwhat the French have to hide.
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but

periods altogether after a few months and some

you need just one shot on time every 3 months

may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't

to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,

use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if

Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.

you have had any unexplained periods, or if you

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there
may be a possible decrease in bone density.

transmitted 'diseases.

Ask your health care professional about
Some women using Depo-Provera experience

prescription Depo-Provera.

side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera .carvi.
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LAWMAKERS TRY AGAIN TO LOWER LIMITS
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —The threshold for drunken driving would be lowered under bills introduced in the Ohio
House and Senate on yesterday, Ohio defines the standard
for drunken driving as 0.10 percent blood alcohol content.
The proposed legislation would set the limit at 0.08 percent,
as mandated by a federal law Congress passed in 2000.

SEATE

Preparation for terror alert New plan for
By Paul Singer
1HE ISSOCItlEO PRESS

K1DRON, Ohio — America's
terror alert has some people buying wood stoves, drums to collect
rainwater, duct tape and plastic
sheeting — just in case.
At Lehman's Hardware and
Appliances, which specializes in
non-electric household products
and serves a large Amish community, sales are up among the
non-Amish, much as they were
during the Y2K scare and again
after Sept. 11.
"Whenever something like this
happens, we get a lot of phone
calls," said Glenda Lehman Ervin,
whose father opened the store in
1955. "We get a lot of questions,
like, Do you have a wood stove
that will cook and heat my
house?' or, 'How hard is it to dig a
well?"
On Friday, the government
raised the nation's terror alert
from yellow to orange, the second-highest level, because of
intelligence information indicating that al-Qaida was planning
attacks on tin- United States.
Federal officials have recommended that Americans take
basic disaster-preparation steps
such as maintaining a three-day
stockpile of food and water. They
also recommend obtaining duct
tape and plastic sheeting to seal a
house in a chemical or biological
attack.
Around the country, many
Americans say they do not think
there is much they can do to
defend themselves from terrorism. But others are taking steps to
prepare themselves.
Paul and Melissa lackson of
Tulsa, Okla., bought two 1.000square-foot rolls of plastic sheeting and 11 rolls of duct tape
Tuesday at Home Depot.

nuclear plant

The couple said they have also
agreed to rendezvous with about
30 family members at their vacation house near Grand Lake
northeast of Tulsa if there is an
attack Their families have
secured satellite phones in case
communications are disrupted
by terrorists.
"These people are crazy," said
Melissa lackson, 29. "You don't
know what they're going to do.
We don't think anything's going to
happen, but it's better to be safe
than sorry."
Paul lackson, 34, said he had
spent less than $100 on supplies,
"so it's worth the risk if nothing
happens."
Jim Ash, 50, of Overland Park,
Kan., stopped by a Home Depot
to buy a generator cord that he
said he would have needed even
if the terror alert level had not
been raised.
"I don't think we really have
that big of a risk around here, but
it just doesn't hurt to be prepared," Ash said. "We do make
sure that we have enough food on
hand, like you would for a storm."
In Seattle, Federal Army & Navy
Surplus has seen more sales in
the past week of gas masks, which
cost S20 to Sill, said Ion
Anderson. Other popular items
have been first-aid kits, emergency supplies for cars and military-surplus meals.
l-ehman's, about 50 miles
south of Cleveland, said calls
picked up when the terror alert
was raised. "Those big 50-gallon
drums for rainwater—we've gotten two calls for them today. I
haven't heard that in a year and a
half," Ervin said Tuesday.
The store is also stocking up on
jumbo jugs of lamp oil.
IbAnn Kkey, 55, drove about 30

By Joe Milicia
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MBESMAPIMo
TERROR ALERT: Jerome Johnson of Vienna, va„ a suburb of
Washington, stocks up on home protection supplies of plastic
sheeting and duct tape at his local Home Depot yesterday.

to !.ehman's to browse, not to prepare for a terrorist attack.
Nevertheless, she said she is
thinking about getting ready for
an emergency.
"The water supply would be
my major concern," 1-key said.
"I'll probably buy some bottled
water and make sure I have
enough canned food around."
She also planned to buy batteries
for flashlights and radios.
Others are more skeptic.il.
Jenry 1 jzardo, 37, of lersey City,
N.J., who was shopping at
liorinquen Home Improvement,
said he had not taken any precautions. "I don't believe if they do
any major violence or major
attack that's going to do anything," he said.

miles from her home in Ashland

Contraceptive Injection
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Fred Ottensmeyer, an employee at Sullivan Hardware in
Indianapolis, leaned up against a
stack of boxed paint cans and
said he is not sure precautions
would make a difference. "My
wife said it was like getting under
a table in case of a nuclear
attack," he said.
Byron Yeager, a -17-year-old
Indianapolis maintenance worker with a tattoo of a burning cross
on his hand, said outside a Lowes
hardware store: "There's a lot
more things to be scared of in the
city of Indianapolis than terrorists. If you walk around the comer
and somebody clubs you over the
head, duct tape's not going to
protect you."

CLEVELAND — A citizens
group wants Gov Bob Taft to
revise emergency response
plans for the state's nuclear
plants. It says die plans don't
include ways to deal with catastrophes such as a terrorist
attack.
Ohio Citizen Action criticized
the emergency plan for the
Davis-Bessc nuclear plant in a
letter to Taft on yesterday, saying
the plan is only for an accident
in which radiation is slowly
released. The group said the
plan requires too much time for
gathering and reviewing radiation data.
"If there was a terrorist attack
or core meltdown, they would
not have time to go through all
those processes," said Amy
Ryder, Cleveland director of
Citizen Action.
Jim Greer, director of the
Ottawa County Emergency
Management Agency, said
Citizen Action misinterpreted
the document.
He said the plan for the
nuclear plant is broad, but the
county has other procedures to
follow in case of various emergencies, including a terrorist
attack.
"I can appreciate that if you
don't look at the big picture and
are not familiar with the agencies and the training, there rnay
appear to be holes," Greer said.
Citizen Action wants Taft to
withdraw his approval of the
plan and to commission an
independent study of emergency plans for the Davis-Besse
plant near Toledo and the Perry

nuclear plant east of Cleveland.
Citizen Action, which has said
it wants to close Davis-Besse
permanently, said the state
should be more concerned
about an emergency plan after a
leak at Davis-Besse allowed
boric acid to eat nearly through
the 6-inch-thick steel cap covering the plant's reactor vessel. The
plant has been shut down since
February 2002, when it was
closed for maintenance.
Taft
spokesman
Orest
llolubec said the governor
requested a briefing on the
emergency plan and the safety
of Davis-Besse last year. He said
Taft will get the information
before die plant restarts.
Citizen Action also wants the
state to have a way of independently measuring radioactivity
released from the plant.
The group said on-site monitoring equipment would prevent the state from having TO rely
solely on information from plant
owner FirstEnergy Corp. in an
emergency.
"The hole in the reactor head
at Davis-Besse shows that we
cannot count on the safety system and safety culture of
FirstEnergy nor on safety-first
oversight by the Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission,"
Citizen Action wrote.
FirstEnergy spokesman Todd
Schneider said Citizen Action's
request was irresponsible.
"The emergency plan associated with Davis-Besse is tested
every year," Schneider said. "It's
a well-executed plan diat has
been put into practice several
times."
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA' Contraceptive Injecton
(medroxyprogesterone accidie mjeciabtc suspension. USP)
This product ia intended lo prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive In/cclion a a form of brth control that « given as an
intramuscular injection (a thot) m the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months (11 weeks). To
contmuc your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next infection promptly at the
end of 3 months (13 weeks) DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chertvtal similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which « produced
by your ovaries dunng the second half of your menstrual cycle DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg ceBs Irom npenng H an egg is not released from (he ovanes during your
mensiruaicytle. it cannot become fertilired by sperm and result m pregnancy DEPO-PROVERA
also causes changes m the knmg of your uterus that make it less kkety for pregnancy to occur
How effective H DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Iniection depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I gel my shot of DEPO PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection*') To make sure you arc not pregnant when you first get
DEPO PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your firsl injection must be given ONLY during
the first 5 days of a normal menstrual period. ONLY within the first 5 days after childbr In if not
breast-feeding: and if exclusively breast-feeding ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth It is a
long-term injectabte contraceptive when admmislercd at 3-monlh (13-week) intervals
DEPO- PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making rt one of the most rehabte
methods of birth control available. This means thai the average annuafpiTgnancy rate rs less than
one for every 100 women who use DEPO-PROVERA The effectrveness of most contraceptive
methods depends m part on how reliably each woman uses the method The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patent returning every 3 months (13 weeks) for her next
mjection. Your healthcare provider wiH hetp you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the ^formation you need m order to decide when
contraceptive method is the nght choice for you
The (blowing table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods, ft gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
m women who use each method exactly as « should be used) and the typcal rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they d«d not follow the directions exactly)
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
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Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Infection?
Noi all women should use DEPO-PROVERA You should not use DEPO-PROVERA rf you have
any of the following conditions:
• i you think you might be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

• if you have had cancer of the breast
• if you have had a stroke
• if you have or ta^e had blood clots (phlebitis) m your legs
1
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
• if you are allergic lo DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or tnf of its other
ingredients)
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Iniection?
You wrJ have a physical examnauon before your doctor presenbes DEPO-PROVERA It rs
important to lei! your health-care provider if you have any of the foiowing:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray). dbrocysU breast disease breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
■ Ivgh blood pressure
• migraine headaches
• asthma
• epJepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a famry history of diabetes
• a history of depression
■ if you are tai'mg any prescription or ovc-Ihe-COunter medications
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
What it I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting brth conirol method, fl takes some Ume after your last
ryectxjn for its effect to wear off Based on the results from a large study done in the United States.
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA m order lo become pregnant, it is expected that
about hat of those who become pregnant w>l do so m about 10 months after their last infection:
about two thirds of those who become pregnant w* do so m about 12 months, about B3% of
those who become pregnant will do so ri about IS months: and about 93% of those who become
pregnant will do so m about 18 months after their Last injection The length of time you use
DCPO-PROVERA has no effect on how long it takes you to become pregnant after you stop usng n.
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
1 irregufcjr Afensfruof BJeeoVig
The sxfe effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle Dunng the frit year of using
DEPO-PROVERA you might have one or more of the foftowing changes, irregular or
unpredictable Weeding or spotting, an increase or decrease m menstrual Weeding tx no Weeding
al ail Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however, n not a usual effect of DtPO-PROVERA:
and if this happens, you should see your health care provider nght away With continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA Weedrigusuaiiy decreases and many women stop having periods completely
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I year of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding after 2 yean of use The reason thai your penods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a restrig slate m your ovanes When your ovanes do not release an egg monthly, the
regular monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. therefore, the bleeding
that comes with your normal menstruation does not take place When vou stop using
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period wil usually, m time relum to its normal cycle.
2 Bone Mineral Changes
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be assooaled with a decrease m the amount of mineral stored m
Ejr bones This could increase your nsk of developng bone fractures The rate of bone mneral
s is greatest m the earfy years of DEPO-PROVERA use but after that it beg.ns to resemble the
normal rate of age-related bone mineral toss
3Concff
Studes of women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overal nsk of developing cancer of the
breast ovary, uterus, cervix, or fcver However, women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVERA was wilhm the previous 4 to 5 years may have a shghtfy increased risk of
developing breast cancer s*TWar io that seen with oral contraceptives You should discuss this with
your health-care provider
4 Unexpected Piegnancy
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effective contraceptive method, the nsk of accidental
pregnancy for women who get their shot, regularly (every 3 months (13 weeks)) is very tow.
While there have been reports of an increased nsk of tow brth weight and neonatal mfant death
or other health problems in infants conceived ctose to the ume of miecton. such pregnancies are
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible
SAMupc reMcaaai
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Infection have reported severe and
potenuiBy life-threatening aJfergic reactions known as anaphyUxis and anaphvlactotd reactons
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or sweltmg and itching of the stun, breathrig
difficulties, and a drop m Wood pressure

60inerR»sfcs
Women who use Ivorrnone-based contraceptives may have an .ncreased nsk of blood clots or
stroke Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that 0»e fertilized egg wnl begin
to develop outudc pt the uterus (ectopK pregnancy). White these events are rare, you should
t. ran ' -.ilh-carepvch'icJern' you have any of the proWems listed in the next section
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
Call your health-care provider tmmediaiety if an. of these problems occur following an niection
of DEPO-pROVERA
• «fcjrp chest pain, coughing up of Wood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible ctol
mine lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, ckuness or fainting. proWems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness m an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling m the calf (indicating a possible clot n the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal Weedng
• severe p*n or tenderness m the tower abdominal area
• persistent pain. pus. or Weeding at the iniectjon me
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Infection?
I W&gU Can
You may experience a weight gam while you are using DEPO-PROVERA About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in cknical trials reported a weight gam of about S pounds
dunng the first ytu of use. You may continue to gam weight after the first year Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years earned an average total of 8 I pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gamed an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or appropriately 3.5 pounds per year Women
who continued for 6 years garted an average total of 165 pounds over those 6 years, or
approximately 275 pounds per year
?0[her Side Effects
In a chnical study of over 3.900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the followng effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual Weeding, amenorrhea. headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dimness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
dtfcharge or mtation. breast swefcng and tenderness, bloating, sweerig of the hands or leet.
backache, depressioa insomnia, acne, pehx pan. no har growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
Hashes, and x>nt pam. Other problems wens reported by very few of the women in the chn<al
trials, but some of these could be serious These include convulsions, jaundce. urinary tract
infections, aUerg< reactions, fainung, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility, deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embokis. breast cancer, or cervical cancer K these or any other problems
occur dunng your use of DEPO-PROVERA discuss them with your healthcare provider
Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
I Missed Penods
Dunne the (roe you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
penods may slop completely If you have been receiving your DETO-PROVERA infections
regularly every 3 months (13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However if you think
that you may be pregnant, see your hcarth-ca/e provder
2Laboratory fcsr i"ieroctieins
If you are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tel yoir health-care provider that you are using
DEPO PROVERA for contracepuon Certain Wood tests are affected by horrnones such as
DEPO-PROVERA
JDruglriteroctions
Cyucren (airunog^uMtoimide) is an anucancer drug that may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of Dt PO- PROVERA if the two drugs are given dunng the same Urne4 Nursing A4othtrx
Although DEPO-PROVERA an be passed lo the nursng mfant m the breast milk no harmful
effects have been found m these children DErKXPROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milt so it can be used by nursing mothers However, lo mmrrwe the amount of
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the nfant n the first weeks after brth you should wait unU
6 weeks after chedbirth before you start using DEPO PROVERA for contraception.
How often do I gat my ahot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) given n a
single intramuscular rt|ection «the buttock or upper arm To make sure that you are not pregnant
al the time of the irM infection, it is essential that the injecuon be given ONLY dunng the first
5 days of a normal menstrual period if used following the delivery of a chad, the firsl ruection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after chWotrth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after chJdturth if you are exclusively breast-feedrtg If you wait longer than 3 months
(I 3 weeks) between iniections. or longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your heaJlh-ca/e provider
should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your niection of DEPO-PROVERA
Rx only
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BASKETBALL: OSU'S TURNER OUT 4-6 WEEKS WITH BROKEN ARM.

suspends
coaches,
player

THURSDAY
February 13,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sporis

BRIiNTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) —
The Ohio Valley Conference suspended both coaches and one
player for a game each for their
roles in a benches-clearing brawl
between Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee Slate.
Interim commissioner Ron
English reviewed tape of the
Monday game in which 19 players were ejected.
"This situation did not include
wild swinging, punching and
kicking by multiple players." he
said yesterday "There were a few
select punches thrown, and the
game officials were able to identify those individuals involved,
and took the appropriate
action."
He
suspended
Eastern
Kentucky coach Travis Eord and
Tennessee State interim coach
Hosea Lewis for a game for violating the league's sportsmanship rule that prohibits players
from leaving the bench.
Tennessee State athletic director Teresa Phillips anticipated the
suspension Tuesday by deciding
to fill in for Lewis for the next
game. Phillips will become the
first woman to coach a men's
Division I basketball team when
Tennessee Slate visits Austin
Peay Thursday.
"We are all fortunate that no
serious injuries occurred, " she
said.
Eastern Kentucky next plays
Saturday at Morehead Slate.
English also suspended losh
Cooperwood of Tennessee Stale
for one game. Cedric Bryson of
Tennessee State and Champ
Slaughter and Kcnyalla Dix of
Eastern Kentucky are suspended
for one game under NCAA rules
because they were ejected for
fighting.
Eord already has suspended
Sherard Rogers for throwing
some mini-baskelballs .11 players, and English said that was
sufficient.
"We regret and apologize to
our university and to our fans for
lack of sideline control of our
basketball team and unsportsmanlike behavior." said lack
Lengyel. Eastern Kentucky's
interim athletic director.
"Any further action by our
coaches or teams will result in
immediate suspension.'' he said.
On Monday, the trouble started with 8:13 left when Bryson
and Eastern Kentucky's Shawn
fields started elbowing and
bumping each other under the
basket.
Officials stopped play and
ejected both players for flagrant
technical
fouls.
Videotape
showed that Cooperwood put
his ami around the neck of an
Eastern Kentucky player and
SUSPENSIONS, PAGE 9
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Donley dives for success
By Melanie Mem
SPORIS REPORTS!

The sport of women's diving
is different then any other sport.
It is an individual sport, but ab i
a team sport.
Divers have to practice hard,
but also not too much. They
have to get their anus out and
their knees up, but not over
extend them. They have to step
right, jump high and not fall off
the board, but the smaller the
splash the belter
All of these things make up
the sport of diving.
Ryan Donley is a senior on
the Bowling Green women's
diving team and has been diving for B(i lor four years.
She has see it all, dune what
she can, and still holds man]
goals for this sporl. She is a
leader on and off the board for
the seven other diveiv
"I have been diving probably
since the age of seven," Donley
said. "At my summer pool they
always had the Ohio Slate
divers practice because there
was a 5-meter, a 10-meter, two 3
meters, and two 1-meter
boards. At the lime we were the
only outdoor pool thai had
them, so we would go in the
morning and watch them dive
They would do exhibition
sometimes and that is pretty
much what goi me started u.is
watching college divers."
So Donley came I" Howling
Green where she wanted 10
become one of those college
divers thai she wan lied while

growing up.
"I
had gone to Ohio
University and had been to
their pool and met their coach
and it just didn't feel right,"
Donltjy said. "I came hen' and
our coach at the time. Bill
Kestcr, was showing me
around. As soon as I walked
into the pool, I knew this is
where I belonged even before

meeting the team."
When Donley walked into
Copper Pool she saw the swim
mere and divers practicing and
heard music from the radio
playing in the background.
Donley has been diving for 15
yean and It is just as hard as it
has ever been. The trick is to
make it look easy and effortless
without straining your body.
'People know that we prac
tire a lot and ii is not as easy as
it looks," Donley said Vou can
have menial blocks, you can
freak yourself out, some days
vou have off days, and some
clays you are on the mark where
you need to be and beyond. You
put a lot into it. Three hours a
day might not seem a lot, but
you can only do dives so many
limes before you either start
doing them worse or they don't
gel any ln'tter."
losh Clugslon, their new diving coach, helps her with each
dive and gives her lips on ways
to improve her technique
There is so much technique
that goes into the sport of divDIVING. PAGE 8
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LIFT OFF: BG diver Ryan Donley lumps oft ol the platform at the Tom Stubb relays on October 18.
Donley. a senior, is one of the leaders on the women's diving team.

Gymnastics making strides
By Matthew P. Lyons
SP0P1S REP0RIER

After
last
weekend's
improvement on the balance
beam. Ihe BG women's gymnastics team heads to the
University of New Hampshire
for a four-team meet. The
falcons will compete with
Michigan Stale University,
George
Washington
University, and the University

of New Hampshire
Michigan State enters the
meet ranked No. 32 in the
country according lo Gym
Info and has a record of four
wills and five losses on the
2003 season. The Spartans
are ranked highest on the balance beam and scored their
season high score of 195.175
at I he end ol January.
The Colonials of George

Washington travel to New
Hampshire at No. 18 in Ihe
country. GW's high score of
191.95 makes them very comparable to the Falcons.
George Washington is 5-6 in
2003.
The host school. New
Hampshire, is No. 34 in the
nation in the week's Gym Info
rankings. The Wildcats are 74 this season and find their

strength on the vault and balance beam. UNH is coming
off a season high score of
195.1 at the Cat Classic held at
the University of Missouri.
The Falcons, No. 49 in the
country this week, are looking
to improve on Sunday's perioimance at Northern Illinois
University. BG scored a solid
192.525 in the loss to the
Huskies, but made huge

strides on Ihe balance beam.
With 48.225 points the beam
squad began to climb off the
shaky branch that had been
beaming this season.
BG faces three other teams
ranked in the nation's top 50
Saturday night at 7:00 p.m. on
the ice in Ihe Whittemore
Center on the campus of the
University of New Hampshire.

Track team heads to Findlay Indiana tops
Michigan
By Erik Bell

SPORTS RtPORUR

Only one learn has the opportunity to call themselves champions. Last year at the Ohio
Championships, ii was Bowling
Green.
The Falcons will look lo defend
their
title
in
(he
Ohio
Championships this Saturday ill
Findlay.
The
championships
will
involve every Division 1 learn in
Ohio except for Kent Slate and
Ohio Stale. All the Mid-American
Conference schools as well as
schools such as Dayton and
Xavier will light for the crown on

Saturday
There will also be a few
Division II learns there, such as
Ashland and ihe hosi school,
I IIKII.IV. and a few Division III
athletes who have been given
permission lo compete in the
championships.
Head coach Scott Sehmann
said that tlvis meet poses a similar
objective thai the Central
Collegiate Championships in
Kent on lanuary 25th posed.
"At the Central Collegiate
Championships, our objective
was to go after schools lhat had
finished ahead of us in the MAC
in the past, like Akron. Ohio and
Toledo," Sehmann said. "We are
looking to do the same tiling in

this meet."
The Falcons finished fourth at
the
Central
Collegiate
(ii.unpionships, enough to beat
Toledo and Akron. They did finish one spol behind Ohio, however, as ihe Bobcats finished
third
Sehmann feels that the Ohio
Championships could be the
most important meet of the season two weeks from Saturday.
"This meet sets up die seeding
for the MAC Tournament with
the week off next week,"
Sehmann said.
The Falcons are coming off
several impressive individual
performances at the BGSU
Women's Open on Saturday.
Among the standouts for the
Falcons were Alicia Taylor, hrin
Leeper and Mary Willems.
Taylor finished first in the 60meter dash and 60-meter hurdles. She feels with a learn effort,
they can repeat the victory.
"There will be a lot of competition." Taylor said. "If we all try our
best and perform like we did in
die Women's Open, we should
win."
Leeper finished first in the long
jump and ihird in the high jump,
while Willems finished first in the
weight throw and second in the
TRACK. PAGE 9

By Dan Gelston
Ii-f >SS0CI«IED PRESS
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PUT IT UP: A member of the BG track team performs a discus
throw at the BGSU Women's Open Saturday.
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HIOOMINGTON. Ind. firacey Wright scored 21 points
and jeff Newton added 20
points and 10 rebounds as
Indiana snapped a five-game
losing streak with a 63-49 win
over Michigan last night.
The Hoosiers (15-8, 5-5 Big
Ten) were in their worst skid
since the 1971-72 season — the
last time they lost five straight
— and a possible NCAA tournamenl berth appeared to be
slipping away.
Coach Mike Davis decided
enough was enough, and il was
lime for a change in the starting
lineup. He inserted freshman
Marshall Strickland at poinl
guard, slid Tom Coverdale over
to shooting guard and benched
Kyle Homsby.
Micliigan, which entered tied
for first in the Big Ten. has all
three conference losses on the
road. Daniel liorton led the
Wolverines (14-9, 7-3) with 16
points.
Wright, whose torrid start
was derailed by an injury,

appears to be back in the
groove. After scoring 20 points
in a loss to Michigan State,
Wright followed with a 7-for-12
effort from the floor.
He scored five points to open
the second half, and Newton
added a basket for a 39-20 lead,
Indiana's largest of the game.
The Wolverines wenl on an
14-3 run, capped by Lester
Abram's three-pointer, and
pulled to 42-34. It wouldn't be
their last run, but they couldn't
sustain them enough to mount
a serious challenge.
Wright and Newton followed
with consecutive three-point
plays for a 48-34 lead, only to
have Michigan pull within 10
twice more with 6:15 remaining
The Hoosiers finally put
them away for good in the closing minutes. Newton scored
five points as part of a gameending 17-5 run.
The Hoosiers out-rebounded
the Wolverines by eight in the
first half which led to a 15-2
edge in second-chance points.
INDIANA. PAGE 9
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NASCAR drivers safer than ever
By lenru Fryer
IHC ASS0CIME0 PRESS
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SAFETY MEASURE: NASCAR Winston Cup Series driver Dale Earnhardt Jr. puts on a safety restraint
device before his qualifying run Monday at Oaytona International Speedway.

Donley hopes to
finish year strong
DIVING, FROM PAGE 7
ing that it can be nearly impossible to think ol everything at once.
Knees need to go up, arms
need to go out, you might need to
twist, Hip, stay straight, step right
and not fall off the board
"I am thinking don't Ixx-k or
fail a dive." Donley said. "Bocking
is where you do your hurdle and
you do your steps and then you
do your hurdle where you bring
your knee up and you bring n
back down and you don't go off. If
you go off you fall, or you don't do
the dive you are supposed to do."
I ler toughest dive these days is
a first one and a half straight off
the 3-meter, but she knows she
can do it.
She is able to watch herself
dive on a Tevo, which can help
her see the things that she does
Wiongand help her improve;
It helps her record her dive and
then Ix1 able to watch hcisell in
slow modon so she can see exactly what she has been doing right
or wrong on Ixith boards.
Her favorite board i ight now is
the 1 -meter.
"I have my moments where I
like one more than the othei and
then il will switch," Donley said.
"1 have to say that I enjoy the I
meter a bil more than the 3metei just because I am able to

DAYTONA BEACH. Fla. —
Under relentless scrutiny for two
Straight years over safety precautions, NASCAR heads into the
2003 season with a new Research
and Development Center, a
handful of innovations and —
most importantly — without a
recent driver death.
When the season opens
Sunday with the Daytona 500,
drivers will be safer than ever
before.
But Gary Nelson, who as
NASCAR's director of competition spearheads the safety effort,
refuses to take satisfaction in the
improved state of the 54-year-old
stock-car series.
"When it comes to safety, we
just cannot put our heels up and
say' Look at how far we've come,"'
Nelson said. "It's something that
always has to be on the front
burner, we always have to be
working hard to make more and
more gains. It's a never-ending
process."
It's a different mindset for
NASCAR, which was long criticized for resisting safety improvements. What was standard in
open-wheel racing was ignored
in the stock car series.
After Dale Earnhardt's fatal
wreck III the Daytona 500 two
years ago, the sanctioning body
faced unprecedented attention.
His death was the last for
NASCAR's three main series, and
it followed three fatalities the year
before.
Since then, NASCAR has made
significant improvements at its

own pace, which has sometimes
seemed like a crawl.
Data recorders are in cars,
head and neck restraints arc
mandatory, and medical liaisons
are on NASCAR's staff.
Outside experts are routinely
consulted on various issues In a
recently begun practice. NASCAR
meets with drivers twice a year to
present its latest improvements
and explain what the experts
have learned.
"We have these seminars, we
tape them so if a guy can't make it
we can go over it with him later,
and we approach it like, Don't
believe us because NASCAR says
so and NASCAR knows everything Believe it because these
experts say so, and they can prove
it," Nelson said.
The centerpiece of NASCAR's
safety push is its Research and
Development Center in Concord,
N.C. The 61,000-square-loot center opened in lanuary and houses
all of the ongoing projects.
Among the things being
worked on:
— SAFER walls: The Steel and
Foam Energy Reduction wall,
also known as "soft" walls, absorb
impact and have been installed
in portions of the 2.5-mile tracks
at Indianapolis Motor Speedway
and Talladega Supenpeedway.
Barrier experts at the University
of Nebraska, led by Dr. Dean
Sicking, are looking at possible
implementation at other tracks.
— Composite seats: The carbon-filwr seats are designed lo
make cars' cockpits safer. Not
mandated, but Nelson said studies have proven the bendable

scats are much safer than the
sliff-as-bnard scats long believed
to be most beneficial.
— Incident data recorders:
Referred to as "black boxes," they
are required on all cars in
NASCAR's three national scries.
They are used to tabulate the Gforce load drivers withstand
upon impact and help reconstruct accidents.
The data recorded in 2002 was
put into an "incident database"
that provides an in-depth history
of what drivers and cars experience during impact. They also
serve as a guide for further safety
enhancements
But there are still areas
NASCAR needs to improve.
The series has no mandatory
baseline testing for concussions,
as in CART, the Indy Racing
League, and Formula One. Also,
Rick Mast's recent retirement due
to carbon monoxide poisoning
sent NASCAR scrambling to find
a way to clean the air its drivers
breathe.
Concussions became a serious
issue last season when Dale
Earnhardt )r. admitted that he
drove for several weeks with what
lie thought was a concussion
stemming
from
a
crash.
Following
the
revelation.
NASCAR mandated that drivers
undergo any tests recommended
by track physicians.
Open-wheel scries require drivers to take Immediate PostConcussion Assessment and
Cognitive resting a 20-minute
exam on a laptop computer that
measures brain
processing,
memory and motor skills.

Sorenstam accepts invite

compete I have the degree of difficulty thai is similai to other
divers In the MAC"
lusi like any othei athlete on
campus, Donley finds the time to
compete and keep up with her
glades, She even finds il easier to
study and do well when diving is
in season
With time management skills
that she has learned throughout
her foul years al BG, every hour
Inhet day becomes an important
one. With either studying, going
to class, going lo practice, getting
a bite to eat oi catching up on her
sleep, she finds ijine to do it all.
Aliei graduation Donley would
like in go in graduate school at
Ohio State University and either
study criminology oi secondary
education, but there are slill
some goals i hat she would like to
accomplish In diving before she
is through.
"I would definitely low to be in
the top eight al MAC's in the Imeter," Donley said. "List year I
think I gol 13th and I messed up
on one dive thai I didn't hit correctly for lives and sixes that set
me back or I would have been
really i lose
The
Mid-American
( onfererM e Championship is
two weeks away and will be Ryan
Donlev'slast meet asa Falcon

Tiirrs mass mnw
neui in THe CLassiPieos!

"All the attention and speculation is flattering, and I appreciate that the Bank of
America Colonial Golf Tournament is
giving me this opportunity to compete..."
ANNIKA SORENSTAM, PROFESSIONAL GOLFER
By Stephen Hawkins
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FORT WORTH, Texas
—
uuiika Sorenstam has decided
to tee it up against the men,
accepting an invitation to play in
the Colonial in May.
She would !*• the first woman
in 58 years to compete on the

PGA lour.
"Annika's accomplishments
show that she is certainly deserving." tournament chairman Dee
I Inley said yesterday.
No golfer has won more tournaments than Sorenstam over
the last two seasons. Tiger
Woods included. I .ast year alone,
she shattered the LPGA Tour
scoring record and won 13 times
around the world, the most by
anyone in nearly 40 years.
"All the attention and speculalion is fiattering and 1 appreciate
thai the Bank of America
Colonial Golf Tournament is giving me this opportunity to compete in a PGA Tour event,"
Sorenstam said in a statement
released by the sponsor.
"There were many invitations,
but the golf course and schedule
ol the Colonial were Ideal For ail
the well-wishers who want to
know why I would accept such a
challenge the answer is simple: I
am curious to see if 1 can compete in a PGA Tour event
Sorenstam's main stipulation

about playing against men has
been to compete on a course
that does not require power off
the tee. Colonial is 7,080 yards
(par 70) and puts a premium on
accuracy.
"I'm as curious as anybody to
see how the best I.PGA player of
today, and possibly all time, will
play against the men," Phil
Mickelson said. "Colonial is a
wonderful course for her to do it
on."
Mickelson, a past champion
at Colonial, predicted that
Sorenstam would "definitely"
make the cut and probably
would finish 20th.
I low will he do?
"I hope 19th or better,"
Mickelson said.
The Colonial was madefamous by Ben I logan, who won
five tides on his home course,
and is steeped in tradition. No
course has hosted a PGA Tour
event longer than Colonial.
The last time a woman played
a PGA Tour event, Babe Zaharias
qualified for the 1945 Los
Angeles Open and made the 36hole cut before a 79 knocked her
out ol the final round.
Connecticut club pro Suzy
Whaley has said she will play in
the Greater Hartford Open in
luly. She qualified by winning a
PGA of America sectional tournament, even though she was

Spring Break 2003 in Panama City Beach, Florida!
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A. Cuervo w Pi»to
TEEING OFF: Annika Sorenstam tees off on the third hole at the
Tulsa Country Club last September.
allowed to hit from a shorter set
of tees.
At the Colonial, May 22-25,
Sorenstam would play from die
same tees as the men. The
course hosted the 1991 U.S.
Women's Open, but Sorenstam
did not play.
The Colonial has one of die
smallest fields on tour — 114 to
120 players, while most events
have 132 to as many as 156 play-

ers. The 32-year-old Sorenstam
is getting one of the 12 sponsor
exemptions for the event.
"Our course has provided a
great platfomi to showcase the
world's best players for more
than 50 years, and we look forward to having a future Hall of
Famer such as Annika compete
at the Colonial," said lim
Thigpen, president of Colonial
Country Club.

>n't miss the boat...
Check out these apartments!
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Phillips first female coach Falcons look

to defend title

By Teresa M. Walker
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NASHVILLE, Terin. — Forget
women's rights and gender equity. When Teresa Phillips decided
to substitute for a suspended
coach, the athletic director saw
herself as Tennessee State's only
option.
She will make history Thursday
night as die first woman to coach
a men's Division I basketball
team. Phillips said she couldn't
give the job to the only remaining
assistant in just his second season as a coach.
"No matter what the criticism
may be. 1 felt they needed an
authority figure on the bench,"
Phillips said Wednesday. "With all
the circumstances that have happened, it's not like it's been a normal year."
Far from it.
Phillips will be the third coach
this season for the Tigers (2-20).
Nolan Richardson III quit Ian H
after admitting he brought a gun
to a Christmas night argument
with assistant coach Hosea
Lewis.
The Tigers are mired in a 16game losing skid. Lewis, the
interim head coach, was suspended by the Ohio Valley
Conference
on
yesterday
because of a benches-clearing
light Monday night against
Eastern Kentucky. Chris Graves,
who was the third assistant lasi
season, was the only coach left.
That prompted Phillips' decision, which has been the talk of
radio and television around the
country.
Plenty of men coach women's
college
basketball
teams.
Connecticut
coach
CJeno
Auriemma has won three NCAA
titles and two out of the last
three.
But only two women have c\ et
served as coaches for a men's
Division 1 team, and both were
assistants: Heniadette Itxkc at
Kentucky and Stephanie Ready

TRACK. (ROM PAGE 7
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Amy Henry finished third in
the 60-meter dash. Henry feels
the team could be in the right
position to defend their title
'The team is going in very
well," Henry said. "If we compete up to our full potential,
we'll be fine."
The l-'alcons also got first
place finishes on Saturday from
Amber Walker in the 200-meter
dash, Elbe (iould in the onemile run, Niki Suitor in the 600meter run. Melissa Knieger In
the 800-meter run, Rachel
Penne in the high lump, Nicole
Carter in the triple jump and
Keni McOlung in the shot put.

Sehmann hopes that the
plethora of firsi place finishes
leads to increased confident e
"We are getting lieiler each
week, and with this comet confidencc." Sehmann said "With
confidence, hopefully, comes
better performances and the
ability to Ix'lieve they can compete with other people In ihc
M\(
Alter
the
All-Ohio
(Tiampionships the I'altons
will lake a week off. Then on
Friday, Feb. 2H they will compete in the MAC Indoor
Championships, which will be
ihc last meet of the indoor sea-

Tape clears some
players in brawl
Geone Walker III AC Photo
MOVING UP: Tennessee State athletic director Teresa Lawrence Phillips will make history today when
she becomes the tirst woman to coach a men's Division I basketball game.

at (ioppin State.
"I don't feel like I'm holding
the banner up for anything,
Phillips said. "I'm living to be
supportive of our program and
our team. We have a lot of healing to be done."
Phillips has the experience.
I ler career record is 212-189 as a
coach at 1-isk and Tennessee
Slate, where she look die Tigers
to two NCAA tournament
berths she also was an assistant
atVanderbilt.
she thought about just assisting Graves, but said she should
take any flak from playing Austin

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
720 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-frame units. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.

Peay (15-6,8-2), the OVC's sei
ond-best team and winners of
seven straight games.
I he Tigers will be without two
players, suspended for their part
in Monday's brawl losh
Cooperwood is their secondleading scorer, and Cedric
Bryson is their center.
"I'm a realist, so I really |usl
want to put these young men in
a position In have a good inning,
represent themselves really well
and going out to plav to win," she
said.
Austin Peay coach Have loos
said his Governors are more con-

$940.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 8/21/03 to 8/7/04
712 FOURTH. Apt. #E - 3 BR. 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

pulled backward, prompting
players from both benches to
run onto the court.
English did not further punish the other players who left
their benches. Videotape
showed those players did not
fight and either stood alone or

held one another
Kcferecs continued the
game, even though only four
players remained for each
team. When Tennessee Stale's
leremy Jackson fouled out with
5:24 remaining the teams went
■l-on-3, and Eastern Kentucky
won 89-72.

• There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. working^
'woman will earn more than her husband.
«y

Sleepwalk to Campus!
520 E. Reed St. #1,3,6&7:
Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from
Campus. Extra storage space.
FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat.
Laundry facilities on premises.
Private parking lot. $610.00
per month for a 12 month lease.

WORRIED ABOUT HIGH NITRATE LEVELS
IN YOUR DRINKING WATER?

No Nitrates Here!
We Care About the Water You Drink pure & simple
■ 30# Per Gallon
1

412 RIDGE - Three BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$940.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $992.00 Deposit

cemed with winning a conlerence title than their opponent's
coach.
Loos said he respects Phillips
as a coach and administrator. He
thinks she will do well, but he
declined to comment about her
dei ision to step in as acting
coach,
"Teresa has been working
through a very difficult situation,
one in which she fell her course
of action was the besl for their
program, ,., She is the only one
who really understands those
circumstances thai led to it." he
said.
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Reverse Osmosis

1

Natural Hydration
■ Serviced & Sanitized Daily

Rentals

02ft Main
(419) JM 5620
'wr.'.ilh.itun itrinl.ils
new lul "J.n,»i .net

■ Open 24 Hours
i Tested by the State
i Self Serve - bring your own clean bottle
' NAM A Approved
2 Convenient BG Locations:

Look for the Watermills
South: 989 S. Main
North: 1058 N. Main
(next to Pagliais BG)
(across Irom Barnty'M N.)

Waiermill
Rxpress

(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00

wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING
-f- East Merry Avenue Apartments

IvBtntfjrop terrace

(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

4-Field Manor Apartments

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(419) 352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com

(519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.)

-♦-Frazee Avenue Apartments
(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

-4~670 Frazee - COMPLETELY REMODELED FOR FALU

FREE High Speed Internet
coming this summer.

THE SIDELINE SQUAD
WANTS YOU!!!!

FREE shuttle service to
and from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.

• Completely Remodeled 2 bed, 2 bath, new ■>jt*My~*'iz
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
T3 **tV£c\.i° *-■

• Call tor Details"

-?, ..*££)*?**

|+42$ E. Qpurt $treet
• 2 bed. 2 bath, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

-f Columbia Court Apartments

BASKETBAU
Saturday, February 15th
Men vs. W. Michigan
2:00pm
Women vs. Miami
4:30pm
Students admitted FREE with
BGSU ID

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people

-f Heinz Apartments
(808 & 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
• 3 Bedrooms' 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
• A/C, fireplaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage
disposal

-f Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 lull Baths
• A/C. fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

COME SIGN UP TODAY!
Hours:

445E. Woosiei
0am-5pni
I Ihig Green. OH 4J4K
Sitnb; il.nn uuu.uciKI OlJ -d'unljl
Checu our our <.vebs<te at. www.wcnet.org -gbrental
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Turner unbeat despite injuries

Problems
not over;
Hoosiers
hit road

By Andy Resnik
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANA. FROM PAGE 7

Theylcd32-18alhaiftimc.
Strickland scored six points in
his second career Man. Homsby,
who played fewer than 20 minutes only twice this season, was
scoreless in 14 minutes.
The problems aren't necessarily over for Indiana, however. The
Hoosiers play their next games
on the road—at Wisconsin. Iowa
and Illinois. They're 0-4 on the
road in Big Ten games and
haven't won away from
Assembly Hall since Dec. 31.

Blue Jackets
defeat San
Jose,1-0
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) —
Marc Denis stopped 38 shots and
Rick Nash provided the only goal
as the Columbus Blue lackets
beat the San lose Sharks 1 -0 on
last night.
It was the first time the Blue
lackets had ever won a 1 -0 game.
The shutout was Denis' third
of the year and seventh ol his
career lie faced 19 shots in the
first two periods and 19 in the
third as the Sharks turned up the
pressure.
Denis came into the game 0-40 against the Sharks with a 5.11
goals-against average.
San lose, which lost its fourth
in a row, had beaten the Blue
lackets in their last four meetings. Columbus tied a franchise
record as it stretched its home
points streak to six 14-0-2).
Nash, a top contender for
rookie of the year, picked up his
12th goal — and first game-winner—at 7:13 of the first period.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Her will
to succeed strengthened by
numerous injuries, Ohio State
center LaToya Turner vows not to
be upset by the latest one.
"It's very frustrating, but things
happen for a reason," said
Turner, who broke her left arm in
a game last week. "You can't really dwell on the negative things.
There are other things that you
can think about. You can get a lot
of things done when you're
hurt"
She would know. It seems like
Turner is always coping with an
injury.
Two of her six left-knee surgeries have come while she was
playing for the Buckeyes, forcing
the 6-foot-3 junior forward to sit
out most of the last two seasons.
Her game of mid-range
jumpers, blocked shots and
physical low-post defense was
just starting to get back into form
when she broke her left arm
while diving for a loose ball on
Feb. 6 against Minnesota
Even after her arm slammed
against the hard court. Turner
said it never occurred to her that
she could have avoided an injury
by staying on her feet.
"You're going to get injured.
Some people are fortunate not
to, some people arc accident
prone, but you're not going to sit
and try to prevent it from happening," she said. "You've got to
go out there and do what you do
every day in life."
Then she added: T don't think
I'm accident prone. Things happen."
Turner has had more bad
Injury luck than anyone else on
the 22nd-ranked Buckeyes (17-5,
iKHligTen).
She lore the anterior cruciate
ligament in her left knee as a
senior at Pickerington High
School and had to have surgery

before her freshman season at
Ohio State.
Turner then tore the ACL graft
in the knee as a sophomore and
missed the majority of that season following surgery. She was
granted a medical redshirt last
season, sitting out most of it after
having arthroscopic surgery on
her left knee in December 2001.
She's expected to miss at least
a month nursing the broken
arm, but plans on a shorter
rehab and, hopefully, being a factor in the postseason.
"I'll be back soon," she said.

Coach Jim Foster doesn't
doubt her prediction.
"I tend to be on the optimism
side when it comes to these
things if in fact the player has a
fire about them and really wants
it, and I sense that in her," foster
said. "She knows how to deal
with pain, and that's part of the
process of healing."
While having to watch her
teammates play in games and
practice, Turner still works out
with them in the weight room.
"She was in there for an hour
yesterday [Monday] on a couple
of the exercise machines working her rear end off," Foster said.
"I think in her mind she's going
to be back, she's going to be
ready and she's going to be prepared when she does come
back."
Turner's teammates marvel at
her upbeat attitude.
"Her spirits are great," guard
Caity Matter said. "Obviously we
feel really had for her, but you
know you've got to turn around
and say 'Ok. you've got to gel belter, you've got to get back and
just stay positive.' And that's
what she's been doing."
Forward Courtney Coleman
expects Turner to be a better
player when she returns She'll
come back stronger than ever,
more physical and more pre
pared and ready," Coleman said

Tue FtvrN^. Fi"s« WAS
V? To to 0AeTR.eS.
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The Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma|
would like to congratulate Rachel
Sharp and Nathan Rodgers on
their engagement!
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Don't be Stranded
for 2003-2004
Check out these NEWIPVE deals!
Rentals

109 N. Main St. #H: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located downtown.
Close to everything. Resident pays all utilities. $335/month for a 12 month lease.
114 S. Main St. #3,7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. #3 $375, #7 $355, #9 $385/month for a 12
month lease.
114 S. Main St. #12&13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident pays all utilities. #12
$340, #13 $395/month for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6&8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downlown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all
utilities. #2 $375, #4 $385, #5 $345, #6 $350, #8 $300/month for a 12 month lease.
128 W. Wooster St. #D: One bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown above a business. Resident pays electric /heat. FREE WATER &SEWER.
$300/month for a 12 month lease.
315 m S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment wood deck. Gas
Heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in Kitchen. Cat permitted with references.
Close to downtown. $485/month for a 12 month lease.
128 W. Wooster St. #A&B: Two efficiency bedroom apartments located above a
downtown business. All completely different. Unfurnished. Resident pays electric/heat. FREE WATER &SEWER. #A $285, #B $265/month for a 12 month lease.

NEWL°VE
Rentals

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

332 S Main 51
(419) 352-5620
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terry Gllliam AP Photo

HURTING: Ohio State's LaToya Turner, center, is helped by teammates after a fall in the second half
against Minnesota Thursday. Feb. 6 in Columbus.

Turner came to the Buckeyes
in 1999 as one of their most heralded recruits in years. She was
voted Ohio Ms. Basketball as a
high school senior while leading
Pickerington to its second
straight Division I state championship.
Then, Turner was named Big
I en Freshman of the Yeai alter

IY\

leading the Buckeyes in scoring
(11.2 points), rebounding (60)
and blocked shots (1.3) in the
1999-2000 season.
Three years and several
injuries later. Turner refuses to
blame the ailments for derailing
her once promising career,
which includes one more season
of eligibility.

She is averaging a modest 8.B
points and .r>.:i rebounds a game
this season and leads the
Buckeyes with 33 blocked shots,
"Whatever happens, happens." Tiimei said. "I just have to
accept them Ithe injuries] and
move on."
With her Hack record, clout
bet against It
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A real rose dipped in real gold!

95
Nothing
^Jfr
outshines fc^jw
it for
v/^ A very special gift for a very
special woman.
Valentines Day! ifljDewiL'A real 12" long-stemmed

)$49

R.

HOWARD*J$M
FINE JEWELERS
139 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OH
43402

'

rose, preserved and
dipped in real 24k gold.
Each rose is unique (no two
are alike) and like your love
for her, it will last forever.
For less than the price of a
dozen roses, you'll give her a
single rose that she'll
remember you by and
cherish forever.

11^0139 Jaw

ALPHA XI DELTA CRUSH
TEA 1
you!"
"An Alpha Xi has a crush on
Feb. 13th Junction 8-11
Mailer Guggenbilier
Brady Bourguin
Karlo Landrau
David Agan
Stephen Fogg
JclTSwicch
Joe Stout
Jon Brooks
Mart Mauer
Tito Sierra
Eric Metnnt
Joe Rosol
Matt Schubert
Gene Eddy
Gregg Pills
Brad Boyer
Max Demers
Eugene Dorfman
Lamont Andrews
Tony Scasly
Austen Mustek
Kevin Ricci
Matt Glster
Chris Mckinlcy
Dan Zacardelli
John Shihadeh
Meredith Rector
Calie Waite

Nate Lcber
Mandy Takacs
Theresa Ward
Katie Piatak
Maureen Vandcrvort
Bnttany Hardy
Nathan Frost
Trevor Butcher
Clint KhOury
Heather Harrigan
Dan Keros
Jeff Kinscr
Kyle Gninfcll
Tony Young
Mike Shannon
Jeremy Case
Jason Stapteton
Jesse Howell
Lilly Sussman
Jill Hcmsworth
Amber Van Valley
Keith Moore
Paul Samek
Ryan Bin/
Donme Hecklebizer
Luke Jones
Tony Creasy
Kyle Donkert

Mike Makar
Jerry Krai
Doug Grcggs
Tim McMahen
Lucas McOmber
Gabc Brink
Morgan MacGregor
Dave Harrington
Chris llammad
Matt Bachde
1 ma Stiens
Lindsay Wiley
Natalie Stoout
Brad Bakeman
Chad Cunmgan
Nate Hen sc hen
Ryan "Baby" DiGactano
Mike Mazurek
Keith Laughlin
Brandon Ramirez
Dave Panzica
Matt Roberts
Eric Schmidt
Chris Copley
Patrick Urban
Dave Allison
Ryan Jodway
Leah Now ak

Michael Deiganan
Kevin Smith
Nick Ross
Tina Niiz
Ryan Hardy
Mike Dcaton
Jim Rourke
Chris Watson
Joe Kostelink
Todd Hadock
Jaq Smith
Tracy Tallion
Brooke Olson
Laura Donadio
Brian Wagner
Robert Martin
Jodi Herrrullcr
Katie Sherman
Rob Pace
Jeremy Hcil
Shane Brim
Kenny Grant
Joel Kruszcwski
Joel Coffman
Laura Isreal
Dan Bngudoi
Pete Posen
Tim Lucarelli

L
I)

m
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MARYLAND CANCELS FIRST AMBER ALERT
BAIXIMORK (AP) — Maryland's first Amber Alert was
canceled yesterday after police said the father of a
missing 2-month-old girl fabricated a story that she
was taken by an unlicensed taxi driver. Police continued to search for the infant, A'Shia Jenkins. They
declined to say whether the father is considered a suspect in Tuesday's disappearance.

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION

Gambler becomes a victim
By lerry Kinney

of the Akron suburb ofTatlmadge,
shared in profits that should have
gone to charities.
"There is no indication that
Phil ever took a dime that wasn't
his," defense lawyer Robert
Gutzwiller told the jury during
opening statements in Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court.
"There is no motive, other than
charitable motive, for Phil George
to do any of this."
Gutzwiller said he will ask the
jurors to "follow the money."
"The money was stopping at
limmy lackson." Gutzwiller said.
lackson has pleaded guilty to
three of the 11 charges on which
he was indicted, and is awaiting
sentencing. Prosecutors expect

1H! ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI—An Akron businessman accused of running an
illegal gambling operation was
victimized by a man who has
made a deal with prosecutors, a
defense lawyer told a jury
Wednesday.
Philip I- George Jr., 43, is on trial
on charges of gambling, cheating,
telecommunications fraud, operating a gambling house and conspiracy. He could be sentenced to
up to 39 years in prison If convicted of all II counts.
Prosecutors say "instant bingo"
tickets were sold at dozens of bars
around Ohio. They charge that
George and lames H. lackson, 64,

Prosecutors said he had moved it
somewhere else before the raids.
They said the operation's leaders were careful to deal only in
cash and to keep no records of
any transactions.
"I cannot show you where all
the money went, but I do know
where it didn't go," Anderson told
the jury. "It didn't go to the charitable organizations that were
supposed to get it."
One charity that received some
of the proceeds was Child Care
Foundation Inc., an Akron business formed by lackson and
George to operate the instantbingo scam, prosecutors said.

him to testify against George, in
exchange for a reduced prison
term. The trial could continue for
several weeks.
Prosecutors said George and
lackson were partners, with
George taking a lead role.
"He called all the shots in the
operation," prosecutor Bill
Anderson said.
Anderson told jurors that the
gambling
scheme
reaped
between $50 million and $60 million in illegal profits in about two
years. In raids in November 2000,
authorities confiscated about
$4.8 million, including about $3.6
million from lackson's home.
No money was found at
George's home or business.

TomUhlman IPPIl '

GAMBLER: Phillip Gorge Jr. waits for his trial to begin in Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court yestetday in Cincinnati. Gorge is
charged with running an illegal bingo ticket sales operation.

Human remains found in search
"Lord have mercy on all the other
things found."

By Lisa Falkenberj
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rick Bowm« AP Photo

MEMORIAL: A monument placed near where human remains were
recovered during the first week of the recovery effort ol the space
shuttle Columbia is shown near Hemphill, Texas.

THE
TANNING
CENTER
LOCATIONS

Monthly Bed Package
Call for an appointment
Servi ng BG

HEMPHILL Texas — Crews
searching for space shuttle debris
found "significant amounts'' of
human remains believed to be
Columbia's astronauts, an official
said yeterday.
Sheriff Tommy Maddox said
the remains were found in Sabine
County, which is bordered by a
reservoir that divers have been
searching along the Louisiana
line. A door and window were
also found Tuesday.
"Lord have mercy on all the
other things found," Maddox said
without elaborating.
Human remains found during
the search have been taken to the
military mortuary at Dover Air
Force Base in Delaware for identi-

The Wash House
248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 beds/2 booths
SouthSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN
(419)353-8826
5 btds/1 booth
The Heat
904E.WOOSTER
(419)352-3588
i beds
51
•
Above Dairy Queen
434 E WOOSTER
(419) 353-2844
4 beds/4 booths

$200
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the website
www.iiicccabg.com
Blue House 120 N. Prospect.
2 Bdrm / 3 Bdrm
12 month lease only
Close to Downtown / Campus

Parkview Apt. 1045 N. Main
I & 2 Bdrm
12 month leases
Sits by Evergreen Apartments

Mni.iHriucitt Inc.

White Castle. 610 N. Main
I Bdrm.
Unique Floor plans

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

Hello's
203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352 5166

'■'":■
Open for Lunch
'
»
Fri-Sat,V/--~
Sun.

ffe*

Knows
Comfortable Living...

507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/heat. Laundry facilities in the buildings.
Private parking lots. $525/month (2-3 people) for a 12 month
lease.

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

/ ^

1 BDRM

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

^T^lfT

Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the wehsite
www.meccabu.cmn

$100 I
FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

/ _

Mecca Money
$100

2003/2004
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit Cash)

$200

2 BDRM

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

m
™

W
-

llillsdalc Apt. I082 Fairview.
I & 1 Bdrm Apis. DishwasherGarbage Disposal. I "•' Baths
Washer/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

AfEfcCA
MUM»KCmCfll ■'»<*■
Evergreen Apt. 2 15 E, Poe
Efflciencies/1 Bdrnu, Laundry
on site, BGSII Iiu- Stop
A FEW OPEN NOW

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

/ L^

Mecca Money

.M.iii.tKCMirm I tit.

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004

2003/2004

$100

332 S. Main St
(419)352-5620
cnMUv.com/nivntali
new IMI "d.uor net

$200

^

\&$STixT*$)

Rentals

Rentals

2 BDRM

$200

NEWIPVE

NEWIPVE

Any specal prices appry-Good at all locaocns.
PBzas on be sent to 2nd partyCall tor detak

9^W

Dave Bary.
"It's more a case of feel than
see," Bary said. "That takes time."
Yesterday, members of a new
command team and search
crews from the U.S. Forest Service
and U.S. lish and Wikllilo Service
are expected to arrive and eventually take over coordination of
the search in five East Texas counties.
National Guard troops, locals
and Texas Department of Public
Safety troopers helping with the
ground search will be phased out

Mecca Money

GracetondfS- Church
2 BUrms Duplex
2 Bdrm above Garage
I COT garage for each
Washer/Dryer hook-ups
Close to Downtown

fixation. NASA has said remains
from all seven astronauts have
been found.
Dive teams using sonar equipment returned yesterday to the
75-mile-long Toledo
Bend
Reservoir, where people had
reported seeing large chunks of
debris fall shortly after the
Columbia broke apart high over
Texas on Feb. 1.
Despite sunny weather, underwater visibility was less than 2
feet,
said
Environmental
Protection Agency spokesman

"Heart Shaped"
Pizza

since 1980

Management Inc.

TOMMY MADDOX. SABINE COUNTY SHERIFF

SEND YOUR
VALENTINE

■>*£*.

and relieved b\ new i lews from
around the country Maddox
said.
"(liven that tins is a national
crisis, ii deserves a nationally
based response. I think its indicative that we're in this for the long
haul," said Bob Miller, a
spokesman for the National Park
Service.
Officials from NASA and the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency, have overseen the search,
but local law enforcement officials have helped coordinate the
movement of individual leains i il
searchers.
I lie search in east lexas will
probably take several more
weeks, Millet said In western
Louisiana, the search is mostly
over.

$200

2003/2004 .
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit 'cash)

*S^flO

$100

1 BDRM

$100

M.ui.iK<rm<-iii Inc.

Ileinz-sitc Apt.. 710 N Enterprise
I Bdrm. A/C.Dishwashcr.
( :.H bsse i lispi *ssl
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

^SJEfcCA
M
in.
Inc.
.II...;.

M.iii.iKciiiriK Inc.

Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
al 830 4th St. (Willow House)
I Bdrm. A/C. Dishwasher.
Garbage Disposal
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

Hh^W
]

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

/ _^

Mecca Money
$100

2003/2004
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit Cash)

<J fj QQ

II.

Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
at 830 4th St. (Willow House)
I Bdrm, A/C. Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal

Stop by our office al
1045 N. Main St

-
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GUANTANAMO DETAINEES REWARDED
GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL BASK, Cuba (AP) — More
than half the 650 detainees at Guantanamo are getting
rewards for good behavior, the U.S. military said yesterday during Eid-al-Adha celebrations. About 58 percent of the detainees are getting one or more of 23
rewards. It might be an extra blanket, a book or a soccer ball, officials said.

WORLD
Iranian police
denounce V-Day
By All Akbar Dareini
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MUTINY: Army soldiers stand guard near the Government Palace in La Paz, Bolivia, yesterday to reinforce security in the area due to striking local police.

Police join violent protests
By Graham Con

increase.

IHC ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

Officers in the capital are paid
the equivalent of about $105 per
month, a salary that would have
been eroded by proposed
income tax increases ranging
from 7 percent to 13 percent
By morning, nearly all police in
La Paz and the surrounding area
had left their posts despite talks
with government officials to
avert the strike.
Street protests began Monday
after Sanchez de Lozada, struggling to lift Bolivia out of a fiveyear recession, approved tax
hikes that would reduce the buying power of South America's
poorest nation.
"The citizens here are full of
fear," said Fernando Soils, a businessman who was trapped by
the protests inside the Paris
I lotel in the city's historic center.

put an end to the violence and to
begin honest negotiations,"
LA PAZ. Bolivia — Striking Sanchez de Lozada said. "I ask
police officers in the Bolivian. one more thing from out father
capital led violent street demon- above — God save Bolivia.'
The director of the capital's
strations yesterday that left at
least 10 people dead and 53 main public hospital, Eduardo
injured in clashes between pro- Chavez, confirmed that at least
10 people were killed. He said
testers and government troops.
Government troops fired tear five of the dead were police offigas, rubber bullets and live cers who died from gunshot
ammunition at the striking wounds.
There was no breakdown
police officers and civilian
demonstrators, who stomied the immediately available of how
presidential palace to protest many of the at least 53 people
government proposals to raise injured were civilians, police or
troops.
More
taxes and cut spending on social government
injured and dead were expected.
programs.
As smoke from fires swirled Chavez said.
"I've been a doctor here for 30
through La Paz's historic center,
President Gonzalo Sanchez de years and I've never seen such a
Lo/ada gave a nationally tele- bloody day," he said.
The mutiny began Tuesday
vised speech appealing for calm
and announcing he would sus- night when officers in four
precincts refused to begin patrols
pend the tax increases.
"I plead with all Bolivians to and demanded a 40 percent pay

TEHRAN, Iran — Cupid, drop
the bow.
That's the word from Iranian
police, who have ordered shops
to remove heart-and-flower decorations and have confiscated
other symbols of what religious
authorities consider a decadent,
Western event —Valentine's Day.
The vice police on Wednesday
sealed several shops in wealthy
north Tehran and ordered others
to remove images of couples
embracing or other "corrupt
materials" from display windows.
In ultraconservative Iran, public embracing between men and
women is taboo while Valentine's
Day and all its trappings are seen
as promoting Western values.
"Vice police gave me 48 hours
Monday to close." said angry
shopkeeper Harold Mahdavi.
Having my shop closed
Thursday means that I would go
bankrupt."
A written notice issued by
plainclothes officers warned the
store owner that he had to
remove all cards and other sta
pies of the holiday from his Tina
Card shop.
Down the street, another store
was already forced to close.
"This is all heart-themed
cards. Is this corruption?"
Mahdavi said while his assistant
continued to sell the banned
items to young customers.
The holiday crackdown,
apparently the first since the
1979 Islamic revolution, drew
scorn from shoppers. Some saw
the effort as further proof thai the
regime is out of touch with the

VALENTINE: Store clerk Mhrdad Oeluchi, right, shares a laugh
with Peyman Bamdadi, as he examines a heart in Tehran yesterday. Iranian police have launched a massive crackdown on

Valentine's Day celebrations.
people
"It's only rigidity and cultural
backwardness," said Fariha
Sabet as she bought a card with a
red heart and rose for her son-inlaw/Through the crackdown,
they only buy peoples greater
hatred and enmity."
Mahdavi said the store closures appeared to be a response
to an increase in young people
showing interest in celebrating
the holiday.
The crackdown seemed to lie
limited to wealthy north Tehran,
a posh area whose citizens are
more exposed to Western culture
than the rest of the city and are
more likely to adopt what the
Iranian establishment sees as
unlslamic trends.
At one shop, the window was

filled with stuffed animals and a
heart-shaped pillow embroidered with the words "I love you"
in l-Jiglish.
Iran lace-, an internal struggle
between
hard-liners
and
refonnists, who hack President
Mohammed Khatami's program
of social and political freedoms.
Valentine's Day and its tradition of exchanging gifts with the
opposite sex contradicts conservative morals in a country where
contact between unrelated men
and women is strongly discouraged.
Shopkeepers at the sprawling
O.ii-in Shopping Mall near
Tajrish Square in north Tehran
said they have been prevented
from a showing oil products for
the Feb. 14 holiday.

1

/

THE MARKET
MAKES CORRECTIONS.
BUT WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO
BE RIGHT IN THE FIRST PLACE?
When the market says you're wrong, well, there's no arguing. That's why choosing
he right financial partner can help you in today's volatile market. Contact us to
earn more about our retirement system and complete range of investment and

Choose ktour Own Adventure at..

savings options. It's the right decision.

riAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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Bring us your alcohol related items and we'll enter you
in for a chance to win prizes, like a $200 gift certificate
to a travel agency!

\
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Managing money far profit
with othrr things to think about."

We'll Give you $200 To Start!
fKTIMMfNT 1 INSUHANCE 1 MUtUAl lUNOS 1 COIlfGI SAVINGS 1 tRUSTS 1 INVEStMENt MANAGEMENT

February 21*
10PM-1AM

Student Rec Center

Sponsorea by: Wellness Connection, Student Health Service. ODADAS,
UCAOI, FADE, Student Legal Services, Panhellenic Council, Office of
the Vice President ot Student Affairs. Student Recreation Center. Office
of Residence Lrfe Special Programs, and Pepsi
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BG NEWS
STATE

BRIEFINGS

State ban found
unconstitutional
TIFFIN, Ohio (AP)—A
Seneca County judge ruled the
stale's decades-old ban on carrying concealed weapons violates the Ohio Constitution as
he dismissed a case against a
woman charged with having a
hidden gun in a car.
In a similar case, the Ohio
Supreme Court has agreed to
hear a challenge by activists
from Hamilton (bounty who
argue the law is illegal. The
activists say they want to carry
guns for self-defense and sued
to try to prevent Cincinnati and
county authorities from enforcing the ban.
Seneca Common Pleas fudge
Michael I' Kelbley said in his
18-page ruling issued Tuesday
that the law prevents Ohioans
from defending themselves.
Kathryn I. Howard, 28, of
Fostoria, asked the court in
November 2002 to dismiss the
charge against her, saying she
needed a concealed gun for
protection because she had
been sexually assaulted in the
past.
Howard was a passenger in a
car pulled over in June 2002 in
Fostoria, and police found her
loaded 9mm pistol under her
seat, court documents said.

SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio
(AP) — Black students don't
perform as well as whites in
this upscale suburb because
their parents don't stress education enough, a new study
said.
In his new book, "Black
American Students in an
Affluent Suburb: A Study of
Academic Disengagement,"
researcher lohn Ogbu concluded that, unlike many white parents, many black parents do
not stress homework, attend
teacher conferences or encourage advanced placement classes.
Ogbu also blamed mistrust
of schools by blacks, discrimination, lower teacher expectations of black students and a
lack of black role models who
have excelled academically.
In response, Claude Steele, a
professor of psychology at
Stanford University, said such
anecdotal information can be
useful for illustrating problems
but should not be used to draw
sweeping conclusions.
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Campus Events

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
Come meet the sisters of Kappa
Delta Thurs Feb. 13 from 8*30-9:45
at Kappa Delta house
across from Mac
KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

Services Offered

Personals

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida Best
Prices' Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Affordable quality child care by Mom
& licensed social worker Meals,
snacks, & fun educational activities.
Tom at 353-2901

1 month unlimited tanning - $30
2 months unlimited tanning - $50
Semester unlimited tanning - $55
Campus Tanning. 352-7889

Professional Magician
The best party entertainment
around! 419-583-6647 call Christian

MR. SPOTS WING NIGHT
Every Wednesday 5-8 p m
All wings 25 cents. In house only.

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

* Pisanello's <r
Send your Valentine a
"heart-shaped pizza*.
No extra charge 352-5166

Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
& save up to S100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine & Jackass's
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
for details, email
sales-astudentcity.com. or book
online at www.studenlcity.com

is back at

$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
t-800-293-3985 ext. 541
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA
Lohikan8004884321 ww.lohtkan.com

Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program'
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel.
6 Free Parties!
24 Hrs. Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800 678,6386

24 Hours a Day • 7 Days per Week
Airports
Train Station

Trinity United
Methodist Church

CMOM * AC/.PKLC0
JAMAICA # BAHAMAS

A-PLUS
TAXI

Worship Times

500 SUMMER CAMP JOBS!!! NY.
PA, MASS www summercampemployment.com or 800-443-6428.
Camp Counselor for children w/ disabilities Must have strong work ethic and be interested in making a difference m the life of a child, $7-$l 1
hr. 35 hr/wk. summer only. 6 sites m
Summit County. Must enjoy outdoor
activities Calt 800-CYO CAMP for
an application. EOE.

WASH AND
1045 North Main
across from the

FLORIDA

Pharm and Kroger.

Local and Long Distance

9:15-Traditional
Service
10:30-Sunday School
11:30-Contemporary
Service

NO COVER
104 South Main
(419) 353-0988

/'raising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

Designated Driverr

Shopping

Appointments

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

GREENBR1AR, INC.
Time is running out for Fall 2003...

Campbell Hill Apartments
3 bedrooms gone!
Only 2 bedrooms left!

'I WAS A MEMBER OF THE HISPANIC
LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION.

2 bedroom
townhouses with
1 1/2 baths,
washer/dryer
hookups, A/C,
garbage disposal,
dishwasher

MY INTERACTION WITH OTHER LAW
STUDENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS IS
IMPORTANT. AND THERE ARE SO MANY
PROGRAMS SIMILAR TO HLSA,
PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO GUARANTEE
THE SUCCESS OF OUR STUDENTS WHO
COME FROM DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS.

C-M

plenty of parking, too!

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!

FASTEST PICK-UP
IN TOWN
Call lor Out of Town Rates

Find out
how great
we are.

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHY

Clean, spacious, and

419-353-0283
419-469-0441

200 Ncrih Surra-nil Street
Bowling Conn. Gtao 4)402.2527
Phone 4I9'5S9Q31
Hx4l9.35.MI.9l
F.-nuil trinity® wcneLorg

(21 and over)

1.800.8TJHCHAS8

GRADUAIEO 2002

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 626
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
S279.
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
Ind. Port. Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.sorinobreaktravel.oom
1.800.678.6386

SMA Miracle Classic
5vs. 5 Coed Soccer Tournament
March 2, 2003 2-8p.m Perry Field
House Sign up Todayl $40 per team
Registration forms available at Eppier 237C and all dorm front desks.
Deadline is Feb. 24 All proceeds
benefit Dance Marathon.

Friday & {Saturday
Shows start at 10 pm

www.sunchase.com

CLEVELAND-MARSHALL
COLLEGE OF LAW

Help Wanted

SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica.
S Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks! 8EST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

OF BOWLING GREEN

• SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.
• PANAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT'
• BHECKENRIDGE •
• DAYTONA BEACH.
• VAIL.

MARIA DEL ROSARO MAROUI I

Personals

HAPPY THURSDAY
LIVE MUSIC

Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law
Open Houses
February 27. 2003
Apnl 10, 2003
6 p.m.
1801 Euclid Ave.

BG
NEWS

Black parents don't
stress education

Travel

IS

Starting at $800/month t utilities

A GREAT LAW SCHOOL. COME TO AN
OPEN HOUSE."

...get them while they last!

LEARN ABOUT
THE APPLICATION PROCESS, FINANCIAL AID, AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.
SIGN UP TO ATTEND AN OPEN HOUSE
BY EMAIL: ADMI55IONStfrLAW.CSUOHIO.EDU OR DROP A NOTE TO"

Hours:
Mon.-Frl. 9 am-5 pm
Sat. 9am-1pm
CREENBRIAR, INC.

Cleveland State University
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS

2121

EUCLID AVENUE

- CLEVELANO-MARSHALI COLLEGE OF LAW
LB 136 - CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115-2214

352-071

fft
■

906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 419-353-8381
ww*.Motjlloral.coni

Spec/a/ Holiday Hours: Open Feb. 13 & 14 until 6:00 p.m.

"I love you" is still best left for flowers to say.

Remember the special people in your life.
<>*> ti 'v

VALENTINE'S DAY($ FRIDAY, FEB.

t

Bud Vases

•»

iurhm; iir $8.50

lUrlnyul $25.00

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Something For

I'M

Clean - Comfortable
Affordable

601 3MSum

I Bdrm Pum
12 month leiie J375-J385/month

i

14

704 5"" Sic.
2 II.!,,,, Run
9-12 Monti, Rim
Shuttle flop on property

cards • plush animals, more.

_

^^ Valentines Romance Vase
^T Bouquets and
Love Basket Arrangements
4
^A

ft

Add a little extra love.
Let us suggest balloons • valentine candy

i

t

4
4
t
4-

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

Freshly cut roses accented with greens
and baby breath wrapped in cellophane

Wire flowers anywhere

with ribbon for that special someone.

^Teleflora
v

~-=_—**

Place your orders early
to assure delivery

1

710 7th St
2 11.1.,,, Unrum
Updated lutehem w/ d.ihwuhet
Shuttle nop on property

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Sale

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

/(iEi^CA

brought to you by

Babysitter needed lor 2T.
1-11/2 weekdays, some weekends
Re! needed Please call 686-1877

Bed brand new. Queen size pillow
top set, full warranty. Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver Call 419-392-7465

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Northeasl Pennsylvania (6/19-8/16/03). II
you love children & want a caring,
lun environment we need lemal©
staff as Directors & Instructors for:
Tennis, Golf. Gymnastics. Swimming, Waterskimg. Sailing, Team
Sports, Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Drama. Ceramics.
Photography. Videography, Silkscreen, Batik, Pnntmaking, Sculpture, Calligraphy, Guitar, Jewelry,
Piano, Aerobics, Martial Arts, Baking. Other positions: Group Leaders,
Administrative/Driver, Nurses
(RN's). On-Campus Interviews
March 19th. Apply on-line at
www camowavneqirls com or call
1-800-279-3019

Dining room table, 4 chairs,
hutch S buffet. Cherry finish
Sell $950. Call 419-509-8342

Male models needed 18-28 yr. old.
for short Independent films.
Quick work for fast cash. Contact
Tweek Promotion for more Info.
modelsOtweekpromo.com
PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEYI Sports camp in Maine
Coaches needed: Tennis, Basketball. Baseball, Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing. Biking, Golf, Archery.
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer Call Free:
(888)844-8080 or
Apply Online: www campcedar.com
Want men willing to learn & work on
wood doors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out & painting game lines &
art work & applying gym floor finish.
We will thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work. Job pays S8mr.
You can expect between 40 50hrs/wk. Hrs can be flexible. Must
be punctual 4 reliable & willing to
accept responsibility Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or lax
resume to 419-385-6483

For Rent
•"•(New) Carty Studios (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students.
Fully furnished, including 25" TV, all
utilities. From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4 After hrs. & wkends 352-1520
"03-04 Apts. for rent.Going fast, all
next to campus & in quiet areas lor
study. Listings avail 24/7 316 E.
Merry K3.353-0325 9am-9pm
"Discounted security deposits
avail, for last 3 Lg houses, S.Y. or
12 mo. leases. 303 E. Merry- huge
covered porch. 916 3rd St.- new carpet, 6 bdrms. incl all utilities.
211 E. Reed A & B- will have 2 full
baths 321 E Merry Apt C6 bdrms Call 9am-9pm 353-0325
0344 APARTMENTS
352-3445
'03-'04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740
1 bdrm apt. 215 E. Poe Rd. apt. »7.
$300/mo until June 1. After June 1,
$405/mo. 419-353-5800.
1 female sublessor needed ASAP!
309 High St. Own bdrm.
Call 354-2314 or 419-283-1748
2 houses for rent close lo campus.
239 Manville & 835 5th St.
May leases, no pets.
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392
3 Bdrm. house 236 Troup St
Avail. 03-04 school yr. $1000/mo »
util. 12 mo. lease 419-308-1405

Avail. Feb.1. 2003. 4 bdrm house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt.
furnished. Both close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651
Avail, now. Efficiency, 1 lg. rm. with
private bath. Unfurn Grad student
preferred. 352-5822.
AVAILABLE 8/03
• 3 bdrm. house, 606 Clough, ample pkg., w/d, dw. 1 blk. from campus. $950 mo.
• 3 bdrm. apt, 243 S. Prospect
(North apt.) w/d hook-up, new carpet, close to campus & dntn. $900
mo. nciud all util.
• 1 bdrm. apt. 243 S. Prospect
(South apt.) $450/mo. incl. all util.
Small pet OK w/ extra deposit.
' Small 2 bdrm apt. 243 1/2 S.
Prospect (above garage) $400/mo.
• Two 2 bdrm. apts. 700 Jackson
A&B. Newly remodeled. Quiet area.
$495/mo.

Call 330-629-9445
AVAILABLE TODAY! Sublease a lg
2 bdrm. apt. thru May. $400/mo. unfurn. w/ new A/C. Iridge and D/W.
Pets ok, near campus, friendly area.
DON'T MISS! 419-352-2919.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$500 & gas/elec 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
COOPERATIVE LIVING
3 bdrm. Across Irom campus
303 Thurstin Ave. $810 mo. + util!

419-352-7534

Graduate subleaser needed for new
charming Millikin Apts 1 bdrm. for
summer '03. Inquiries? 308-7520.
Homes 4 Apts. lor 03-04 school yr.
1-3 person-12 mo leases only.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
House 2 blocks from campus.
3 bdrm. wsh/dry, dshw, microw,
2 car garage. $1350/mo +util. 12
mo/lease avail. May 419-787-7577
Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
• 2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Spacious 1 bdrm. apt. for subls.
Avail, immed. through Aug. 142 Buttonwood apt. C. For more info call
419-352-1684.

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUVs from $500.
Hondas, Chevys 4 morel For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558

3 bdrm. house. 2 bdrm. house,
2 bdrm. apt, 3 bdrm. apt. &
efficiency apt. All in excellent
condition. 11 1/2 mo/leases,
Avail. Aug. 15.
Close to Unrversity.
Call 419-686-4651
955 N. Main, 3 bdrm. home
Available 6-1-03. Very dean. A/C
$875 mo 353-7547

Subleaser needed ASAP- share a
2 BR 1 1/2 bath apt. 724 S. Collage
•19. Call Jennifer at 330-338-7675

Bdrm. queen sleigh bed, includes
nightstand. chest, dresser & mirror.
Sacrifice $675 Call 419-509-8342

Apartments - All Sizes May & Aug.
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt.

For Sale
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ACROSS
43
45
46
47
49
51
55
56
59
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

1 Fundamental
6 Police broadcast
alerts: abbr.
10 Cassowary kin
14 Legend maker
15 Whistle blast
16 See-ya!
17 Mature
18
sapiens
19 Successful shots
20 HST successor
21 Nifty winds?
24 Orchestra section
26 Sleuth Queen
27 Control
29 Perfume ingredient
31 Nuptial vows
32 Stumble
34 Less chancy
39 Lay asphalt
40 Christmas drop-in
42 Chomp

BB

il

——~
M.m.ii;( in< n(——Inc.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22

Exalted poet
Etcher's substance
Nitty Wast?
Dander
Call oft
_, Porthos and Aramls
Still part ot a stream
Flop
Mall tenants
Merman ol show biz
Indian com
Say
Flippant
44
"Golden Boy48
dramatist
50
23 Antlered animals
51
25 Ford flop
52
27 Pelvic pieces
53
28' Bede"
54
29 Ore producers
55
30 Until
57
33 Interstate entrance
58
35 Put up with
60
36 Nitty little letters?
61
37 Collar type
85
38 Dollars tor quarters
41 Emmy or Oscar

Little
Kitty's comment
Privy to
Brenner Pass range
Fervent
Melbourne mate
Crawl
Nifty continental line?
Gun it in neutral
Old World goat
Crisscross framework
Laissez
Tardy
Relaxed state
Banks of the Cubs
Slaughter of baseball
Stem section
Discourage

Cale au
Book keeper's book
Shortened a sail
Nimble
sprawl
Take care ot
Jazzy winds
The _ House Rules'
"Dies
Rival ot AmEx
Border lake
Swerve
you kidding me?
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Graduate Housing for next year.
208/210/212 S. Church Street
2 Bdrm/ 1 Car Garage

&m

Slop <<\ our ollm- .11

(419)353-5800

Management Inc.

Stud, discount rate on a turn, studio.
Immediate possession! $299/mo.
Call tor details at 352-7691.

Subleaser needed May-Aurj
$395/mo. 2 bdrm , furnished.
419-352-4266

Make VALENTINE'S DAY Sweeter!

The geographic center
of North America is near
Rugby, Noth Dakota

BE A LEADER
AMONG
LEADERS
*****
With your bachelor's

lUo Mone
Down

degree, you can
become an Army
Officer and be a leader
among leaders. In
Officer Candidate

*No application or
administration
fee!

School (OCS). you'll
learn management
and leadership
techniques. Apply now.
Openings are limited.
>>Clll |||t. lohn
SrtweyrtaUII352 7MI
to find out about collagi
lain repayment and mart
Army btnilits.

v Sign A Lease and Enter To Win A TVip To CANCUIU! v

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE

♦ Apartment Features ♦
♦ Individual lease by the bedroom
+ Patios or balconies w/ french doors
♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available
♦ Microwaves included
* Pets Welcome

Tanning
Bed

♦ Community Features 4
♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court
♦ State-of -the-art 24 hour
computer center
♦ Game room with pool table
♦ 24 hr.Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub
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Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5100
www.suhenclave.com
Open 7 Days a Week
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An SUH* Community SUH* Is ■ trademark of SUH, Inc.

EXTENSIVE

WINE LIST
SMOKING AND
NON-SMOKING

DINING ROOMS
RESERVATIONS

(419)353-2277
163 S. MAIN ST.

